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and the ones Gayle has sent!

Welcome to the 15th issue of The StAndard, our last issue of 
the year, with a special focus on our patron Saint.  After all, 
the University was originally named after Andrew himself 
and not the town.

We pay our own tribute to St Andrew’s Day with two special 
features. Norman Reid searches the archives for images of 
the Saint himself, while Historian Gillian macIntosh examines 
the rich Records of the Parliaments of Scotland for intriguing 
references to St Andrews.

From Saint Andrew to our very own Saints of Sound, our cover 
stars this issue are the University’s first band for the Faculty of 
Arts, Dry Island Buffalo Jump (turn to page 6 for the full story 
including the source of the unusual name).  The fab four kick 
off a four page spread on our all singing, all acting colleagues, 
while well-known songster Ian Bradley shares his musical loves 
on page 12.

Talking of well-known faces, this time round we place Alan 
miller, Thomas Krauss and Carolyn mcAllister in the hot seat, 
while welcoming four new colleagues to their posts in the 
library, Development, Registry and the music Centre.

Sticking with people, Stephen King shares his on the road diary 
from his gruelling trip from land’s end to John o’Groats in aid of 
the Teenage Cancer Trust, turn to page 20 for more.

It’s been a busy old summer for sport, but for colleagues in the 
Department of Sport & exercise it’s just the beginning, turn to 
page 42 for a summary of Stephen Stewart’s plans to make 
St Andrews internationally competitive in the sporting field.

And in a new series of features on what goes on behind the 
scenes we take a look at University Court. Turn to page 9 for 
Senior Governor ewan Brown’s insights, plus the thoughts of 
two non-executive members, Claire Whitehead and Graeme 
Scott.

If research is your thing, our academic profile features for the 
first time colleagues in the Schools of Geography & Geosciences 
and Computer Science, turn to page 24 for Ruth Robinson and 
Tom Kelsey’s summaries of their work here.

Staying with research, but this time taking it out of St Andrews 
and beyond, our colleagues in Physics share their dynamic 
outreach programme experiences, while John Haldane tells 
readers the tale of the University’s second-oldest research 
centre, the Centre for ethics, Philosophy and Public Affairs, 
currently celebrating its 25th anniversary.

How green are you is a question we will keep returning to, but 
how many times have you asked yourself how many elephants 
do we waste in a year? our five page feature starting on page 
44 kicks off with the worrying answer, but shares some more 
positive news on sustainable issues too.

And, finally, as 2008 draws to a close, by the time you see the 
next copy of The StAndard, the University will have a new 
Principal, Dr louise Richardson.  Before her arrival in the New 
Year, we pay special tribute to outgoing Principal Dr Brian lang, 
who tells readers why the show must go on for St Andrews.  Turn 
to page 17 for a review of the lang years and some personal 
insights into the eight years he will leave behind come January 
2008.  We wish Brian well in his retirement and hope that you all 
have a happy and healthy New Year.  See you in 2009!
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Would you like to put yourself or 
a colleague in the hot seat?  
Email us at 
magazine@st-andrews.ac.uk 
with your suggestions.
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In the hot seat 

(of learning)

NAME:  Alan Miller

POSITION:  Vice-Principal (Research)

LAST GOOD BOOK - Alan Alda’s 
autobiography, Never Have Your Dog 
Stuffed. I like a humorous book for 
relaxation; this one starts with “my 
mother didn't try to stab my father 
until I was six” and continues with many 
funny and sometimes very moving 
anecdotes.

FIRST RECORD BOUGHT - It was either 
elton John’s very first lP (~1970) or 
Beethoven’s 7th Symphony.  I enjoy a 
range of music!

TOP HOLIDAY DESTINATION - I should 
say orlando, the most popular holiday 
destination in the world, having lived 
there for five years, however Northern 
California has everything; San Francisco, 
Golden Gate Bridge, Redwoods, lake 
Tahoe, Yosemite, monterey, Big Sur.  The 
most spectacular place I have visited is 
the Grand Canyon - truly breathtaking.

HAPPIEST CHILDHOOD MEMORY 
- This is either family get-togethers 
at Christmas/New Year with my 
twelve cousins, or a walk through the 
Botanical Gardens in edinburgh with 
my Grandfather explaining all of the 
different bird songs.

IDEAL MEAL - mince and tatties when 
I was growing up in Fife. However, my 
mouth still waters at the memory of 
a scrumptious ‘barbeque platter’ in 
lewisville near where I lived in Texas. At 
one time I would have said mexican, but 
now that I am back in Fife, I am much 
more sophisticated.  I love Indian!

MOST PRIZED POSSESSION - I would 
like to believe that the ‘Stradivarius’ 
inscribed on my violin is genuine; 
somehow I suspect it may not be, 
but I do not want to spoil the illusion.  
Certainly, I cannot produce the 
appropriate sounds on it!

CHILDHOOD AMBITION - Growing up 
in the 1960s technological explosion of 
electronics, transistor radios, calculators, 
with miraculous events such as the 
maiden flight of Concorde and men 
landing on the moon, I was going 
to invent wonderful new electronic 
gadgets… I failed! 

FAVOURITE LOCAL HAUNT - The 
bench by the Castle and Cathedral 
with a view of West Sands beach, golf 
courses, Tentsmuir, distant Cairngorms 
(on a clear day!), all the way round to 
Arbroath (where my parents used to 
live), the cliffs beyond and Bell Rock 
lighthouse; a spectacular view.

FIRST LOVE - my reel-to-reel tape 
recorder from around 1963; taping 
everybody else’s records was equivalent 
to today’s illegal mP3 downloading 
/ copying, but exposed me to lots of 
good music.

ALL-TIME FAVOURITE FILM - I was 
blown away by 2001: A Space Odyssey 
(1968).  Forty years later, I still don’t 
understand the ending!

CURRENTLY PLAYING ON STEREO 
- Bruch’s Violin Concerto having just 
listened to some old Beatles tracks.

THE PERFECT WEEKEND - After helping 
out with DIY for my three daughters in 
their various flats in edinburgh, having 
them serve me with a beer and a good 
meal.
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NAME:  Thomas F Krauss 

POSITION:  Professor of 
Optoelectronics

LAST GOOD BOOK – The Kite Runner 
by Khaled Hosseini. Gripping story, but 
also an interesting window into the 
Afghanistan that was before the West 
took note of it.

FIRST RECORD BOUGHT – Some 
Johnny Cash album. Can’t remember. 
Had my interest rekindled on an 
emirates flight recently however, when 
I heard Johnny Cash at St Quentin.  
excellent album.

TOP HOLIDAY DESTINATION – Skiing 
in Tignes, France, closely followed by Ski 
mountaineering in the Jotunheimen, 
Norway. Snowy hills is one of the 
reasons I came to Scotland, but with 
global warming, there is none of that 
any more. Build those wind turbines is 
all I can say.

HAPPIEST CHILDHOOD MEMORY  
– Spending summers at the 
Steinbachtalsperre, a local lake. I used to 
cycle there and spend the entire school 
holidays in and out of the water, which 
used to get quite warm - not something 
you’d find around here.

IDEAL MEAL – Home-grown salad and 
potatoes (especially Pink Fur Apples!) 
with a piece of rare Aberdeen Angus or 
a similar, but somewhat refined version 
of the same at ostler’s Close in Cupar.

MOST PRIZED POSSESSION – my 
family; Heidi and the boys.   Although I 
don’t think of them as possessions they 
are what I don’t want to do without.

CHILDHOOD AMBITION – Driving 
trucks or locomotives, BIG engineering!! 
Why I now enjoy Nanophotonics is a 
mystery to me.  After that, I wanted to 
become a teacher, which I suppose is 
closer to home.

FAVOURITE LOCAL HAUNT – The Whey 
Pat Tavern, where they know how to 
keep the beer – not too cold!

FIRST LOVE – my first pair of skis. I used 
to get them out in late autumn and ski 
around on the carpet.

ALL-TIME FAVOURITE FILM – Dr 
Zhivago. The theme tune… The wide-
open spaces…

CURRENTLY PLAYING ON STEREO  
–  mike oldfield, Music of the Spheres.
A typical oldfield album (Heidi would 
refer to it as “repetitive boredom”) with 
hints of Tubular Bells, yet also classically 
inspired, and with a Physics flavour: 
“Space-Time curvature”?!

THE PERFECT WEEKEND – Taking 
the kids camping to the West Coast, 
especially when it is dry and sunny 
– which does happen. on those days, 
you don’t want to be anywhere else.

NAME:  Carolyn McAllister

POSITION:  Administrator in the School of Chemistry

LAST GOOD BOOK – Goodnight Beautiful by Dorothy 
Koomson.  She’s quite a quirky writer, always a bit sad 
but funny too.  

FIRST RECORD BOUGHT – It was Long haired lover from 
Liverpool by little Jimmy osmond. I bought it from the 
music Shop in Church Street.  I’ve a feeling it cost all of 
my week’s pocket money.

TOP HOLIDAY DESTINATION – Cape Town in South 
Africa.  Fantastic weather, beautiful scenery and the 
trips to the various winelands were just wonderful.  
There’s nothing like sitting under a big shady oak tree 
with a chilled glass of Chardonnay.
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HAPPIEST CHILDHOOD MEMORY  – 
Spending the summer days at the Step 
Rock pool with my friends, jumping 
off the diving board and swimming to 
the raft - usually blue with cold by the 
fifth attempt.  my mum would give me 
sixpence so we could have a hot shower 
in the changing rooms when we came 
out.  Sometimes we saved it for chips on 
the way home!

IDEAL MEAL – mmm… I love spicy 
things so probably something Thai or 
Chinese - Crispy Duck and then a nice 
hot curry.  I’d have to spoil it all though 
by having sticky toffee pudding after.

MOST PRIZED POSSESSION – my 
photographs.  I have boxes and albums 
full of family photos of my brothers and 
me and all the photos of my children 
at various stages.  I love to spend an 

afternoon looking through them and 
they would be the first thing I saved in a 
fire…apart from my dog molly.

CHILDHOOD AMBITION – To be a 
nurse; not for any caring altruistic 
reasons, I just loved the dressing up and, 
if I could get hold of the stethoscope 
and fob watch, my day was completely 
made.

FAVOURITE LOCAL HAUNT – Kate’s 
Bar (now known as The Raisin) was 
our favourite haunt when younger, 
but I’ll settle now for a chilled glass of 
chardonnay, usually in the West Port.

FIRST LOVE – I think it was a toss up 
between David Cassidy and Donny 
osmond.  Donny was a bit of a goody 
two shoes so it was probably David.

ALL-TIME FAVOURITE FILM – White 
Christmas.  What can I say – very cheesy 
but I just adore happy endings and 
Danny Kaye always makes me laugh.

CURRENTLY PLAYING ON STEREO  
– Amy Winehouse, Back to Black and 
the Beachboy’s Greatest Hits (to try to 
encourage the sunshine).

THE PERFECT WEEKEND – Posh frock, 
country house hotel, champagne on 
the lawn, orchestra playing my favourite 
pieces … and sunshine!

Each issue The StAndard will trawl the University’s photo archives, past and present for strange, surprising and humorous 
images calling out for an entertaining caption. 

Caption fantastic!

Suggested captions (anonymous or 
otherwise) can be sent to

 magazine@st-andrews.ac.uk 
or by post to the address on the inside 

cover.  The best captions will be 
printed in the next issue.  

Likewise, images for possible
 use are welcomed.

Last issue’s image was taken during the official launch of the Records of the 
Parliaments of Scotland. A selection of the best submissions are . . . 

‘How many politicians does it take to launch one University project?’

‘Jack, did no-one tell you Alex is in charge now??’

“Yes, Yes, Jack it’s true, when you were First minister Keith got £1.2 million of tax 
payers’ money to digitise all that old rubbish from the last Scottish Parliament!”

‘A gottle of geer.’

‘Brian and Keith didn’t realise they were talking to last year’s madame Tussaud’s 
waxwork.’

‘Smile, you’re on candid camera!’

Unearthed from the University’s photographic archives 
by Pam Cranston, this charming image shows a pet 
pig, thought to belong to mr & mrs Jamieson of the 
Abernethy Hotel, circa 1920s.
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our creative colleagues

Acting with the St Andrews Play Club
by Gary Thompson, Careers Adviser

When I first arrived in St Andrews in 
2001 I had a creative itch to scratch.  
Perhaps it was years of living as a 
frustrated engineer that did it, but I 
wanted to get into film/drama/acting 
in some way.

Fortunately for me I come into contact 
regularly with students who are also 
seeking an outlet for their creative 
talent.  It was in this way that I met with 
Rob and Dana (now graduates) and we 
started making short films.  We shot 
our first as part of the University-wide 
imoviefest in 2003 which was such a lot 
of fun that we went on to shoot another 
(in my bathroom of all places) that 
rapidly went from being a short movie 
to something in the region of an hour 
long.  Alas, my available time for editing 
diminished with the arrival of family and 
Cold Beans still sits in an unfinished state 
awaiting the day that I can get round to 
the editing software again.

one thing, however, that I did realise as 
the director is that I didn't know how to 
get the best from my actors, and that 
the obvious way for me to improve in 
this area was to get stuck into acting 
myself.  I'm no stranger to the theatre, 
having been part of youth theatre in, 
well, my youth; I was a regular with the 
West lothian Youth Theatre (actually, 
one of its first members!), then part of 
the Scottish National Association of 
Youth Theatres - which went by the 
natty acronym SNAYT.  We put on a 
big production in livingstone as well 
as travelling for the SNAYT annual set 
of workshops and performances (in 
Inverness when I went).  So that started 
me looking for amateur groups in and 
around my area.  living in Cupar, I 
started my search there and found lots 
of musical theatre groups.  If you've 
never heard my singing I can only say 
that I am, and therefore you are, dear 
reader, much better off when I stay away 
from musicals.

The funny thing, you see, is that I don't 
go to the theatre very often.  At all, in 
fact.  So the St Andrews Play Club didn't 
appear in my sights until a chance 
Google search brought up a web page 
that linked to the Byre Theatre - an 

establishment that after five years in 
St Andrews I had still not entered.  my 
reasoning behind this outrage is simple: 
I couldn't suspend belief enough to 
commit to watching a stage production.  
movies, for me, are a different matter, 
and I can happily blubber away into my 
popcorn at the director's whim.  It's a bit 
sad really but there you are.  However, 
times have changed.

Finding a point of contact with the Play 
Club I went along to the next clubnight 
to see what was going on.  All I can say 
is that the members of the Play Club are 
very welcoming, and although I was a 
little apprehensive about going along 
to something new, as a virtual beginner, 
I was made to feel that there was 
something I could offer.  I discovered 
much during the first few months: the 
fact that the Play Club founded the Byre 
Theatre was particularly interesting - the 
Play Club was founded by A B Paterson 
and a group of theatre enthusiasts in 
1933.  They adapted the old cow byre 
on Abbey Street into a theatre and from 
1933 to 1970 the St Andrews Play Club 
ran the Byre Theatre.  I could see I was 
getting involved in a club with tradition!
As a new member I was quickly 
roped into the club nights - when a 
production is on the club runs club 
nights on the last Sunday of the month 
to keep members not involved in the 
production with something to do - 
acting in rehearsed readings is common 
and this year the club is also running 
a murder-mystery night, a circus skills 
workshop, and other activities with a 
theatrical theme.

one other thing I discovered, is that 
the Play Club puts on big shows.  
The normal run of a show is ten 
performances - we take over the Byre for 
two weeks!  The Play Club concentrates 
on big cast plays, often by local writers, 
as well as standard theatre classics.  
my first stage performance was a very 
small part in Some of my Best Friends 
are Women by Carole Tricker, and was 
huge fun.  Rehearsals are something to 
look forward to, and the cast have a lot 
of fun.  Next I had a slightly larger role 
in The Deep Blue Sea, a serious work by 
Terence Rattigan (but the rehearsals 

can be just as amusing - it's just that 
the jokes get blacker).  This autumn I'm 
cast again, in the role of Clive in Season's 
Greetings, by Alan Ayckbourn, and as I 
write this I'm looking forward to our first 
rehearsal.

During every show the banter and 
jokes backstage are endless - I've now 
seen Frank Quinault in a different light 
altogether - and it's a huge amount of 
fun, though also a huge commitment, 
to be in a show, as my theatre-widow 
wife will now agree.  one thing I can 
say is that for an amateur company the 
Play Club is anything but amateurish; 
in fact its attitude towards productions 
is very professional.  It runs like any 
other theatre group and we're always 
on the lookout for fresh blood, so if you 
have an interest in acting, directing, 
producing, or any of the technical 
roles required to put on a show - stage 
management, props master, sound and 
light, costume, or set design and build 
- you'll find there's something to do with 
the Play Club.  our technical staff work 
very closely with the technical staff at 
the Byre, for which we are extremely 
appreciative, so if sound and lights are 
your thing, you could be running the 
show!

our next production (Season's Greetings ) 
starts on Thursday 13th November and 
runs until Saturday 22nd - we'd love to 
see you there!  Anyone who's interested 
in getting involved with the Play Club 
can find further details on our website 
(www.standrewsplayclub.org.uk), or can 
email me directly 
(ggt@st-andrews.ac.uk).

Gary and Kenny enjoying a spot of 
whisky. 
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Professors of Rock
How four academics took pooling resources and interdisciplinarity to new musical heights. 

Q. What do you get when you put two poets, one historian and a French linguist together?  

A. Dry Island Buffalo Jump, the University’s first ever Arts Faculty band!

Universities are well known as a 
fertile breeding ground for aspiring 
musicians, actors and artists, with 
Dundee famously providing the 
meeting place for Irish band Snow 
Patrol.  But why should students have 
all the fun?  

Not to be beaten by their ‘younger’ 
counterparts, a group of St Andrews 
musicians have joined together 
and formed a band, exclusively for 
academics in the Arts.  enter the 
Buffalos (named after a provincial park 
in Canada, more on its origins later)… 
Chief Buffalo Chris Jones (english), 
The Right Reverend Buffalo Donovan 
mcAbee (english), French Buffalo David 
evans (French) and Captain Apocalypse 
James Palmer (History).  

Formed in its first incarnation (Baby 
Buffalo) by Chris and Divinity colleague 
Gavin Hopps back in 1993 when they 
were both at teacher training college 
in Banbury, the pair reunited last year 
when they by chance bumped into 
each other in Pizza express in logies 
lane.  Until that moment, they were 
completely unaware that both had 
ended up in St Andrews following 
intervening years abroad, in Italy and 
Germany respectively.  Chris explained, 
“For the whole of the previous year 
we had been working only two streets 
apart in a windy seaside town in 
northeast Fife, with stacks of mutual 
friends in common. In a world where 
things only ever seem to get lost it was 
nothing short of a fairy tale, and for me, 
a sign that, in its own good time, the 
universe will always return those things 
truly most precious to us.”  Immediately 
the pair began making beautiful music 
together, which a misty-eyed Chris 
describes as if “the missing fourteen 
years were a mere blink in the knowing 
eye of a benevolent Father Time.”

The twosome expanded this year when 
english PhD student and former youth 
minister Donovan mcAbee joined in a 
jamming session during one of Chris’s 
annual drop-in parties, with French 
lecturer David evans on an assortment 
of string instruments.  Though Gavin has 
since become the elusive Pete Best-like 
‘fifth Buffalo’, new members Donovan 
(lead vocals, guitar and harmonica) and 
David (fiddle, mandolin, harmonica) 
have been joined by James Palmer 
(bass, percussion) in what Chris (bass 
guitar, banjo and bodhran) hopes will 
become a ‘music-making collective for 
all academics at the University, with 
group members changing as people 
inevitably move on.’

Rather than go for the obvious art-rock 
related name (Chris toyed with both 
The Faculty of Rock and The lorna milne 
Tribute Band), the band eventually 
came up with a more unusual title that 
conveniently nods in the direction of 
a US / folk-rock vibe; though this is 
more of a happy coincidence.  During 

a chance conversation about music, 
historian Alex Woolf shared the tale 
of his school band that never was and 
offered to gift the name Dry Island 
Buffalo Jump to his musical colleagues.  
“The great thing about the name is that 
it’s the band that Alex didn’t form and 
was never in – and now, 26 years later, it 
finally does exist... but Alex still isn’t in it! 
Genius!” Chris commented.

And, despite the original formation, 
they’re not going to be too precious 
about fields of study.  Chris explained, 
“We might accept scientists, especially 
if they have good hair. In fact, we do 
already have one scientist on board 
- Buffalo Roadie, aka Iain ‘Fish God’ 
matthews from Biology. And that’s 
because he has good hair. And a 4 x 4 
with a big boot.”

Whatever their eventual makeup, with 
several gigs under their belt since 
officially pooling their resources earlier 
this summer, the Buffalos are looking to 
secure dates at any forthcoming ‘official 

Taking the Buffalo stance
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events, staff parties, weddings, funerals 
and bar mitzvahs.’  The collective style 
ethos of the band means that they 
are occasionally joined by honorary 
Buffalettes, Chris’s daughters, nine year 
old eve on fiddle and seven year old 
Anya on harmonica, which went down a 
storm during a recent set at the Boarhills 
village hall.  oddly, the mix of Grateful 
Dead covers and Donovan’s self-penned 
When I left you in Oklahoma seems to 
work in Fife.

In the early days of the band’s 
incarnation, material verged from 
the kitsch to the classic, with Hit Me 
Baby One More Time forming a camp 
centrepiece.  Nowadays, with four sets 
of hooves firmly in the folk-rock camp, 
setlists consist of roughly half of the 
songs written by Donovan and the 
other half covers, from The Band to 
honorary graduate Bob Dylan… with 
their ‘ironic’ Britney Spears cover now 
officially in retirement.

meeting the Buffalos for the first time 
for a photo session in and around 
St Andrews, the band literally stopped 
traffic in Bell Street and tourists in their 
tracks when performing an impromptu 
set in the dungeons at St Andrews 
Castle.  With Donovan singing one of 
his own tunes, Stuck in Nacogdoches, 

accompanied by David on fiddle (hand-
made by his great uncle), Chris on 
bodhran and James (so-called Captain 
Apocalypse because of his interest in 
theories about the end of the world 
– a nickname so good he doesn’t even 
need a Buffalo name) on an egg shaped 
maraca, rain sodden visitors stopped 
to eat their sandwiches and listen in to 
what Donovan describes as ‘Americana 
folk-rock, a bit like The Band, if they 
were from Dairsie’.

Sadly for the others, at the end of the 
year, South Carolina-born Donovan will 
be relocating to Nashville, Tennessee or 
Austin, Texas, where he hopes to begin 
a career as a singer-songwriter, leaving 
a Buffalo-sized space for a replacement.  
The change of songwriter could lead to 
a change in musical directions - Chris 
is a published poet and he and David 
both sing … even roadie Iain is a poet!  
“Donovan’s songs are really great,” he 
said, “and of course we will try to fill the 
gap with our own material, but we’d 
be interested in hearing from anyone 
that wants to play with us, especially 
someone who'd like to be our new 
singer.”
 
In the meantime, the Buffalo as they 
stand will try to pack the whole classic 
band experience into a mere few 

months. Donovan explained, “By the 
time you read this we’re hoping that 
we’ll have had a really big argument 
about mid-october, and have split 
up, so that in November we can have 
a reunion tour, building up to a final 
Farewell Concert for the current 
Buffalo line-up at Boarhills Village Hall 
sometime in December. After that, 
Chris thinks that the Buffalo Phoenix is 
going to rise somehow from the ashes, 
but frankly, without me I think the rest 
of them will be pretty washed up,” he 
joked.

Dry Island Buffalo Jump play at the 
Boarhills Village Hall on Saturday 13 
December. For further information or to 
discuss joining the band contact them 
on dibj@st-andrews.ac.uk or be their 
Facebook friend (search under groups).

A bottle of the finest Boarhills 
homebrew is offered to the best entry 
in the ‘Design-a-Buffalo-logo-to-go-
on-Chris’s-Bodhran-and-All-Band-
merchandise-Competition’. entries by 
attachment to dibj@st-andrews.ac.uk, or 
sent snail mail to chris jones (lower case 
is best) c/o the School of english.

Gayle Cook

Clockwise from bottom left: David Evans, James Palmer,
 Donovan McAbee and founder-member Chris Jones
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Flying high
Readers may recall the “bird’s eye view of St Andrews” given by University 
web manager Dr Stephen Evans in the last issue of The StAndard.

Since the article appeared, Stephen has received 
several commissions from members of the University 
community to take aerial photographs using his radio-
controlled aeroplane.  

The first involved photographing the pioneering “living 
links to Human evolution Centre” at edinburgh Zoo.  
living links is a purpose-built centre that is dedicated 
to understanding the origins of human behaviour, an 
innovative partnership between the University of 
St Andrews and the Royal Zoological Society of Scotland.

The £1.6m state-of-the-art facility at edinburgh Zoo will 
provides St Andrews' researchers, already internationally 
renowned for their studies of wild monkeys and apes, with 
the opportunity to observe more detailed aspects of the 
primates' behaviour closer to home.

Using the radio-controlled glider, Stephen was able to get 
unique high resolution photographs and video that clearly 
show the layout of the research centre in which capuchin 
and squirrel monkeys live together.

MUSA from above

View of Medical Sciences 
Building under contruction

Stephen’s second commission was to take aerial photographs of the new museum of the University of St Andrews (mUSA). 
located at 7A The Scores, mUSA will provide four exhibition galleries, an education centre, viewing terrace and sculpture garden, 
increasing public access to the University's collections.  By taking off from the grounds of the School of economics & Finance, the 
aeroplane was able to capture unprecedented views of mUSA and the surrounding buildings.

Curious to see how another new build 
looked from the air, Stephen has also 
captured the new medical Sciences 
Building in construction on the North 
Haugh.  

For further information about radio 
controlled aerial photography please 
see www.overviewimages.co.uk or 
contact Dr Stephen evans 
(sde1@st-andrews.ac.uk)
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Courting the big decisions
The StAndard opens the doors to what goes on behind the scenes.

Do you know your PARC from your 
Principal’s Office or your Rector 
from your Proctor?  Are you a new 
member of staff bamboozled by the 
government of the University, or 
a more established colleague who 
never has quite managed to work it 
all out?  

over the coming issues The StAndard 
will take a peek behind the scenes 
and shed some light onto areas of the 
University commonly perceived to be 
shrouded in mystery and the mists of 
time.   In the first part of this new feature 
on the workings of the University, we 
take a look at its inner sanctum – the 
supreme governing body otherwise 
known as Court.  Far from being home 
to shadowy figures akin to the Knights 
of the Round Table, Court consists of 
people from both within and outwith 
the University; academic and non-
academic staff, students, graduates and  
professionals from all walks of life.. an 
essential mix of experience required to 
help the University shape its vision for 
the future.

In order to get a clearer image of this 
vision, we spoke to the Senior Governor 
ewan Brown, and two members of 
Court – one new, Claire Whitehead, and, 
though recently departed, one of its 
longer serving members, Graeme Scott.

According to the official description, the 
University Court is ‘the Governing body 
of the University. Its authority derives 
from Acts of Parliament which, inter alia, 
vest in the Court the administration 
of all property and revenues of the 
University and give it the power to 
review the decisions of the Senate.’

Put more simply, in the words of 
Senior Governor ewan Brown, “Court 
is the overall monitoring body of the 
University.  Court does not run the 
University but we make sure that those 
running the University are doing so 
properly.”

Court is responsible for setting 
University strategy, budgets and broad 
policy - most recently undertaking 
the unenviable task of recruiting and 
appointing a new Principal prior to Dr 
Brian lang’s retiral in December 2008.  
But, as ewan noted, “We consult with 
staff over the important matters, such as 
the strategic plan and the new Principal, 
and make decisions based on reports 
from senior management.  It’s very 
important for Court to be informed in 
this way, otherwise it would be a stale 
process.”

Decisions ultimately approved by Court 
include some of the biggest made in the 
University’s recent history, particularly 
in relation to investment in new builds.  
But did you know they also approve 
everything from changes in Sports 
Centre membership fees to harmonised 
hours of working?

The 23 members of Court are unpaid 
and drawn from the local community, 
the student body, St Andrews alumni, 
the local authority in Fife, the business 
world, the academic community 
and senior management.  last June, 
ewan was elected Senior Governor 

for a three year period by Court, 
replacing William Berry.  Among his 
duties include annually reviewing the 
Principal’s performance and convening 
the Renumeration Committee; he also 
has access to all University committee 
agendas and the right to attend any 
of their meetings. Ten of the twenty 
University committees report primarily 
to Court, putting recommendations, 
and the rationale behind them, forward 
for approval.  

Since taking on the role, St Andrews 
graduate (and former Chair of the Court 
of Heriot Watt University) ewan has 
streamlined Court meetings into more 
bite-sized chunks, in which both Court 
members and the University community 
feel more involved.  Court meets five 
times a year for three hour meetings 
which are now split into three separate 
sections – the first, presided over by the 
Rector (Kevin Dunion as Simon Pepper’s 
replacement has just been announced), 
covers reports from the Principal 
and Deputy Principal on current 
developments and routine reports from 
Court committees.  The Senior Governor 
takes over for the second section which 
covers the business of PARC (Policies 

University Court (2005-2008). Senior Governor Ewan Brown is pictured to the 
right of former Rector Simon Pepper, front middle.
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and Resources Committee), which 
he also chairs, giving Court members 
the opportunity to contribute to the 
bigger strategic issues , such as major 
capital projects or IT provision.  The 
third section involves a rolling review 
of University units, during which Heads 
are given the opportunity to address 
Court.  This innovative development 
was introduced by ewan upon his 
appointment, and one year on, almost 
every Unit across the institution has 
been covered. 

“It’s very important,” ewan commented.  
“It’s not about us checking up on Units 
or them taking the opportunity to 
ask us for money, but an opportunity 
for us to learn more about what goes 
on across the University, in detail we 
wouldn’t normally hear about.  For 

example, we heard at the last meeting 
about the incredible care that Student 
Support show to our students and the 
many and varied issues Residential and 
Business Services have to deal with on a 
daily basis.

“It has been very good for helping Court 
members understand more about the 
issues that affect staff on the ground 
and we hope the Units themselves feel 
it is a good opportunity to talk face-to-
face to Court, and raise the issues they 
feel are important.”

ewan instituted a rigorous review of 
the effectiveness of Court and all other 
University committees last year.  “It 
was a very honest self-examination,” he 
commented. “It’s very important that 
we measure our own effectiveness and 

I’m very pleased with the outcome, 
with a number of practical objectives 
being put in place.  We think that the 
University management agrees that 
Court is constructive but critical.  It is 
very important that Court does not 
try to meddle in University business, 
but we do need to make sure that the 
University is running well and that 
everything is fundable.”

If you want to play a part in the 
University’s Governance, anyone 
can apply to join as a non-executive 
member of Court – members are 
replaced every four years, so there is 
always room for new faces.  Further 
information on the process is available 
online at www.st-andrews.ac.uk/about/
UniversityCourt/nonexecs

Gayle Cook

View from inside Court
Two members of Court – one long-standing and recently departed and one fresh face 
– shared their insights with The StAndard.  Read on for the inside view…

Claire Whitehead (Department of Russian) describes her ‘leap into the unknown’.

Admitting she ‘knew nothing about 
Court’ when she joined in September 
2006, Claire was encouraged by a 
colleague to put herself forward as 
one of the four Senate Assessors on 
Court,  and felt that it would be a 
good way of becoming more involved 
in the University.  “I really had no 
expectations,” she commented.  “I didn’t 
know how hands-on it would be; I had 
no idea of what I was getting into, but 
I consciously wanted to reach out in 
order to see how my department fitted 
into the University as a whole.’  

Back then, Claire, along with other new 
members, was given an introduction 
to Court and the invitation to attend a 
two-day Governance event in Stirling.  
In addition, Claire’s move coincided with 
an improved system for new members 
joining Court, which included the new 
handbook.  Now just beginning the 
second year of a four-year term, Claire 
reflects on the ‘big decisions’ taken by 
Court in that time, and the way in which 
decisions are reached.  

“During my time on Court, the two 
big issues have been the new medical 

Sciences building and the appointment 
of the new Principal, though many other 
issues percolate over time – for example 
Court was instrumental in advising 
on the drafting of the non-academic 
misconduct code.

“I’m very conscious that we are making 
significant decisions, but often we are 
also putting the day-to-day business 
into context.  The University tries to 
do its best by the town and look after 
its students – it is very aware of the 
pressures and different interests and 
tries hard to reconcile these.  

Commenting on the range of people 
who make up Court she said, “Part of the 
idea of Court is to borrow in expertise 
– everyone has their own area and a 
different angle on issues, so you never 
get the same questions asked during 
discussions.  We also have a good 
spread of experience and it’s always 
interesting to hear people’s differing 
opinions; and of course, we sometimes 
disagree!”  

The introduction of rolling presentations 
by service units has, according to Claire, 

“contextualised units such as the library, 
Careers, IT and Development… we also 
learn about how the University sits in 
national league tables with regards to 
student employability for example, or 
how we attract medical students.”

If Claire has learned anything on Court it 
is an ‘awareness of the great challenges 
the University faces, and that you can’t 
please everyone all the time, especially 
in an environment that we can’t control.’

“We don’t set the agenda and are bound 
by Government priorities.  management 
are aware of the issues, but need to 
prioritise,” she explained.

one urban myth she would like to 
quash is that “Court does not rubber 
stamp decisions, nor does it operate 
‘behind closed doors’ – there are no 
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conspiracies.  Court is a fully functioning 
decision-making body and the Senior 
Governor carries the can.  everyone 
has their say, sub-committees bring 
recommendations to Court, College 
Gate make proposals or suggestions, 
and the decision-making power is in 
the hands of Court, but it’s all subject 
to conditions.  What I’ve been most 
impressed by is how open the process is 
– nobody is afraid to speak up and give 
their opinion.”  

Though admitting it’s ‘not everyone’s 
cup of tea’, Claire does suggest that 
colleagues do have opportunities to be 
more involved if they wish to do so.

“You do need to be able to devote time 
to it… it is very time-consuming but I 
wouldn’t want to give it up.   It’s given 
me a small way to become involved in 
academic-related areas and I feel more 
part of the University.

“There are lots of ways to be engaged 
with the different sub-committees 
and the University benefits from many 
voices.  These are very interesting 
times to play a role in the future of 
the University, with the new medical 
Sciences building, new Principal and 
the 600th anniversary. In fact ewan really 
wants to engage people in the whole 
process – it’s a momentous occasion 
and we are really creating a legacy for 
the future.”

Graeme Scott (MA Economics and Geography, 1962) describes why he completed two terms on Court ‘for love and not money’.

Graeme has just retired from Court 
after serving as a ‘lay’, or Non-executive, 
member for eight years. A St Andrews’ 
graduate with fond memories of the 
University, he had been a member of 
the Audit Committee for three years, 
before being co-opted to Court in 2000. 

At the time, he was warned by Colin 
Vincent, then Deputy Principal, that 
joining Court could be ‘the thin end of a 
thick wedge’. “The ‘warning’ turned out 
to have had a grain of truth about it,” he 
commented, “but with a great passion 
for my alma mater it’s been a privilege 
to have been so involved”. 

As he had retired from business, he 
was in the fortunate position of having 
time on his hands but was ‘always 
most impressed how much time the 
Court members with ‘day jobs’ manage 
to commit to University matters’. 
over the years Graeme has served a 
number of committees including PARC, 
Health & Safety, Research, Promotions 
and Building Project Boards, as well 
as on the General Council Business 
Committee, the Kate Kennedy Trust and 
The After many Days Club.

Graeme’s time on Court has almost 
exactly coincided with Brian lang’s 
term as Principal - which he refers to 
as ‘a period of great success for the 
University’ - serving alongside three 

Senior Governors and three Rectors 
along the way.

According to Graeme, membership of 
Court - which he likens to a Board of 
Directors – ‘carries with it a weighty 
responsibility for the success of the 
University’.

There is a fine line when it comes to 
being involved, however, with Graeme 
admitting that “from time to time I have 
probably strayed ‘out of bounds’, not 
through a wish to interfere but merely 
through interest and enthusiasm.” 

During his time on Court, Graeme 
believes that it has become more 
participative and challenging, with 
items of significance freely debated.  
He still however requires a dictionary 
of abbreviations and acronyms by 
his side and would like there to be a 
better understanding throughout the 
University of who Court are, what they 
do and how decisions are reached.

With money a ‘scarce resource’, one 
of the most difficult decisions is the 
prioritisation of capital projects and 
Graeme was particularly impressed 
with the way the proposal for the 
new medical Sciences Building was 
explained to and supported by staff 
from all Faculties.

While still mindful of the St Andrews 
of the Sixties when he was an 
undergraduate, with a student 
population of only 1500, Graeme 
is the first to acknowledge that the 
University has to ‘move with the times’. 
“Tradition is an important part of the 
student experience,” he says, “and we 
benefit in many ways from still being 
a small university. But we must not 
be complacent and afraid of change. 
Standing still is not an option”.

Court members are not paid (“we do it 
for love and not for money!”) but with 
his financial background Graeme cannot 
fail to be concerned with the financial 
challenges facing universities. With 
the present global economic turmoil, 
uncertain times lie ahead but he is sure 
that the University is ‘more than equal to 
the challenge’. 

A great believer in ‘walking the floor’, 
Graeme has enjoyed getting out and 
about and meeting people across the 
University community. He has tried to 
attend as many events as possible, with 
graduations being a particular favourite 
(playing the role of proud parent when 
his daughter crossed the stage). “The 
University is here for the students; they 
are its lifeblood and graduation is the 
culmination of their time with us”.

Reflecting on his recent retiral from 
Court, he already feels frustrated that 
he ‘doesn’t know what is going on’, but 
believes that it is important to have 
new people with new ideas. He is still 
involved with the University however 
having recently been appointed to the 
Students’ Association Board and elected 
to the Alumnus Association Committee 
and remains on the music Centre Forum, 
the Kate Kennedy Trust, Friends of the 
University library Committee and the 
Fife Park Project Board.

“It’s been a real privilege to have been 
able to contribute in some small way to 
the running of the University and I leave 
Court reassured that it is very successful 
and in good hands”.

Further information on Court 
– including biographies of all current 
members – is now available on the 
University website at www.st-andrews.
ac.uk/about/UniversityCourt  
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musical notes
Do you have a soundtrack to your life?  Is there one song that always cheers you up, makes you sad or reminds you of 
days gone by?  What tunes inspire you, relax you or get you in the mood?

From what they listen to at work, home, in the car or on holiday, The StAndard asks members of staff to name their top 
ten tracks of all time.  Send yours to magazine@st-andrews.ac.uk 

 
NAME:  Dr Ian Bradley

POSITION:  Reader in Practical 
Theology and Church History, 
School of Divinity, Honorary 
Church of Scotland chaplain to the 
University and Life President of the 
St Andrews University Gilbert and 
Sullivan Society 

1. Alleluia, Alleluia, Hearts to 
Heaven and Voices Raise 
– inspiring words and music 
(by Sullivan, of course) to start 
the day with.

2. Dem Dry Bones, The Black 
and White minstrels – evokes 
vivid memories of Saturday 
evening television teas with 
my grandparents.

PeoPle

3. By Cool Siloam’s Shady Rill, sung by the Glasgow orpheus Choir – the first record I ever heard and still a favourite 
– especially for family funerals.

4. Second (slow) movement from mozart’s clarinet quintet – pretty well the first lP I ever bought and still often on the 
turntable…ultimate relaxation.

5. Auch ich war einst feiner Csardaskavalier from emmerich Kalman’s Gräfin Mariza – for those wonderfully seductive 
gypsy rhythms and steamy memories of Budapest.

6. Scrimbleshanks The Railway Cat, from Cats – combines my passion for musicals, railways, Scotland and england and 
always has me dancing round the room.

7. Benjamin Calypso from Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat – more lloyd Webber – why not? Never fails to 
get my jazz hands waving.

8. Warum hat jeder Frühling, ach, nur einen Mai?, from Franz lehar’s Der Zarewitsch – magically haunting and bitter-sweet 
like so much of the late lehar – perfect for late evening chilling.

9. How silently, how slyly, aria from Handel’s Julius Caesar, sung by Dame Janet Baker – I can still remember being 
electrified by it when I heard it at english National opera… lots of tingle factor. 

10. When the foeman bears his steel, from Gilbert and Sullivan’s Pirates of Penzance – my signature tune and the song 
which I regularly sing with departing students and chapel choir members at graduation garden parties (and at every 
other opportunity).  It evokes memories of so many happy times with the St Andrews University G&S Society and a 
lifetime of obsessive devotion to the magic of G&S.
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NAME:  Oliver Arran Jackson-Hutt

POSITION:  St Andrews Extension Programmes Administrator

1.   Antonio Caldara, Crucifixus a 16 – this composer and piece 
unite so many of my musical loves it is firmly ranked number 
one on my list. I was a Chorister from an early age and Choral 
music has always been an essential part of my life.  Sadly 
rarely performed, this is a peerless example of flourishing 
polyphony in the traditional alla cappella‚ style, meaning 
literally in the style of a chapel. This is partly why when I hear 
it, I feel right at home, in the choir stalls or up in the organ 
loft.

2.  (edward) Benjamin Britten, Te Deum In C – Britten is one of 
my favourite twentieth century choral composers and like so 
many others he has an extensive and immaculate repertoire.  
Britten, like Howells has a gift in scoring for a single boy’s 
voice, cutting through and across the texture at the 
emotional climax of a piece in such a way that I am routinely 
moved to tears. This Te Deum forms an excellent example of 
this motif and I just love it.

PeoPle

3.  Herbert (Norman) Howells, Salve Regina – this is one of many pieces which takes me back to my amazing 
undergraduate student days at St Andrews. I was a devout member of (amongst others) The St Salvator’s Chapel 
Choir. During my time with the choir we went on tour to many places, including Toulouse, Krakow, lviv, Valladolid, 
Santiago De Silos and loches.

4.   Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina, Sicut Cervus – several recordings of this piece exist and I have performed it with 
many choirs. The 2004 edition of Renaissance music For Inner Peace by Harry Christophers‚ The Sixteen on the 
Universal Classics label, is essentially as close to authentic performance as one can get.

5.    Giovanni Battista Pergolesi, Stabat Mater Dolorosa – this exquisite duet is my final choral indulgence on this list. It 
is quite simply an utterly realised work of genius. one of the many reasons it is on this list is that my fiancée and I 
sang this duet from the organ loft in St Salvator’s Chapel around the time of our engagement and it is one of the 
many happy, musical memories I have with her.

6 James Taylor, Your Smiling Face  –  James Taylor is one of my favourite popular artists.  James (and this song) has 
earned a place here because this song smiles in every way –in its lyrics and my reaction. It’s a great driving song 
and it reminds me of my sixth form, driving along the backs in Cambridge, sunglasses on, roof back, windows 
down, joie de vivre.

7.   Glen Campbell, Wichita Lineman  – this track somewhat satisfies my un-closeted enjoyment of country music 
(more so country harmony), so I have chosen it with more than a nod to the irreplaceable Dolly Parton and an 
acknowledgement that I too am a lineman for the county and I also drive the main road.

8.   Starland Vocal Band, Afternoon Delight – this track never fails to make me smile for so many reasons; the close 
vocal harmonies (à la Barbershop / Beach Boys performance of Barbara Ann) have a tireless freshness which always 
draws me back to Barbershop-style music.  The salacious lyrics make suppression of smirking impossible and the 
genius of Ron Burgundy in a more recent cover version brings this little gem bang up to date.

9.    The Carpenters, I Won’t Last A Day Without You – this ballad is a typical example of The Carpenters musical style and 
demonstrates much of the electronic innovation of their period. Karen and Richard Carpenter attract a lot of unfair 
criticism rooted in their unashamedly saccaharin lyrics, presentation and musical style, I however am glad to admit 
that I am a fan.

10. The Jackson 5, I Want You Back – as fresh in 1969 as it is now, this is a track which you simply cannot resist singing 
along to in your car. Staple fair for the light programme’s airwaves, years on this track still fills dance floors and is 
perfect for when you can’t just blame it on the boogie.
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on the starting block
In this issue, The StAndard welcomes Marc Boulay, Laura Watson, Michael Downes and 
Caroline Thomas to their new posts.

Marc Boulay
Photographic Archivist
Special Collections, University of St Andrews Library

Marc joined the University at the beginning of June when he relocated 
to Scotland from his position at the Canadian Museum of Civilization in 
Ottawa/Gatineau, Quebec, Canada.

A self-confessed ‘career student’, marc’s initial explorations took the form 
of studies in Anthropology and Cultural Studies. This is a background that 
has since proven helpful in informing the work he does in his chosen field. 
He obtained his first degree, a BFA in Photography Studies, from the School 
of Image Arts at Ryerson University in Toronto. Following a few years of 
experience in the field, and inspired by an appreciation of the great potential 

Laura Watson
University Statistics Officer
Registry
Having worked at the University of St Andrews previously, Laura was 
delighted to return to a new post as the University Statistics Officer in 
August.

laura graduated with a BSc (Hons) in Behavioural Science from the University 
of Abertay in Dundee. 

She admitted, “Whilst studying, I really didn’t like the statistics and research 
methods side of my course, and couldn’t wait to see the back of it! However, 
once I’d started working, I realised that I had actually quite enjoyed it and eventually decided to pursue a career in that area. I 
think being able to apply what I’d learned to real world situations made me really appreciate the value of good quality statistical 
information.”

Career-wise, laura has yo-yoed between the University of St Andrews and the Care Commission. laura’s first role after graduating 
was a temporary administrative post with the Care Commission. From there she progressed to become a Research Assistant for 
the Centre for Housing Research here at the University.  

for discovery within photographic collections in educational environments, marc went on to complete a two year master of Arts 
degree in Photographic Preservation and Collections management.

Nurturing his passion for photography, marc has had the fortune to acquire privileged experiences in photographic collections 
at the musée d’orsay, Paris; the George eastman House Photography museum, Rochester; Ryerson University’s Black Star 
Photojournalism Collection, Toronto; and most recently, at the Canadian museum of Civilization. 

marc said, “I have a great love of photographic history, and as St Andrews was at the epicentre of much photographic 
development and collaboration in the medium’s early stages, the collections held in the library are of great importance, and 
present unique challenges. Brimming with potential, the nature of this collection, and the ways in which it documents cultural 
change, provides much stimulation and reveals new discoveries each day. I simply couldn’t resist such an opportunity!”

marc is looking forward to sharing parts of the collection that have, to date, not been fully explored, and generating excitement 
about working with photographs as a primary resource for academic research.

He said, “The next few years are going to be very exciting, and are full of promise! There are many changes which have been set in 
motion, and much work to do, but I couldn’t ask for a better team or a more devoted and passionate department to work in.” 
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Following this temporary role laura 
moved back to the Care Commission 
(CC) as an Information Analyst, a 
position that she held for four and a half 
years until her return to the University of 
St Andrews this year.

In January 08 laura returned to work 
from maternity leave after having 
daughter eilish in July 2007.  Shortly 
afterwards, she saw the Statistics officer 
job advertised and decided to apply.

She said, “I very much enjoyed working 
for the University previously and am 
really happy living in Tayport.  I thought 
it was time for me to move up the career 
ladder a bit, though to be honest, I 
wasn’t that sure it definitely was the 

right time with just having eilish. So far 
so good though – I feel as though I’m 
managing to balance the work/ family 
life thing reasonably well at the moment 
- though I’d kill for a long lie!”

In addition to being back in St Andrews, 
laura is looking forward to working 
across all the different departments of 
the University. She hopes to become a 
‘one-stop-shop’ for all things statistical 
about the University.

She said, “I’ve really enjoyed my tour 
around the various departments, 
getting to grips with what everyone 
does and have been pleased to see that 
most departments will have a use for 
my skills. everyone seems very friendly 

and very encouraging. As I’ll be working 
across all departments, I’ll get the 
opportunity to see how all they all work 
together and can investigate with other 
colleagues where consistency and data 
quality can be maintained or improved.

“I’m very much here as a University 
resource and would actively encourage 
anyone looking for any statistical 
information about the University - from 
the number of students we have, the 
staff/student ratio, how the student 
HeSA record relates to the staff and 
Careers HeSA record to the number of 
part-time, female, micronesian students 
who have graduated in biology in each 
year since 2002 - to get in touch.”

Michael Downes
Director of Music
Music Centre
Relocating from Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge, Michael 
began his role as Director of Music in September.

michael took a first degree in english at King’s College, 
Cambridge while also spending much of his time playing the 
cello and organising concerts. He then decided to pursue 
postgraduate studies in music, taking an mPhil in musicology at 
Cambridge, followed by a doctorate on the musical writings of 
Debussy at the University of Sussex. 

Whilst at Sussex, michael conducted all university ensembles and 
studied conducting with teachers including lionel Friend and Colin metters of the Royal Academy of music. Since then he has 
pursued parallel careers in academic music and in conducting, returning to Cambridge in 2006 as Director of music at Fitzwilliam 
College. 

He said, “The new position of Director of music at St Andrews seemed to offer a unique opportunity to develop both my 
academic and performing interests (rather than choosing between them, as many university jobs require), and to make a 
significant contribution to the cultural life of an entire community. I was attracted also by the combination of a thriving musical 
life already in existence, and clear potential to develop it much further.”

michael is keen to engage the whole community in the musical activities offered at St Andrews.

“I’m looking forward to the particular opportunity that it offers to work with students and colleagues from throughout the 
University and beyond, making creative connections that will find expression both in new performance opportunities and in 
academic teaching,” he continued.  “I’m also looking forward to creating groups specialising in types of music less frequently 
heard here in recent years, such as opera and twentieth-century/contemporary music.”

michael feels he has received a warm welcome in St Andrews and, with many musical plans in the pipeline, he aims to continue 
to drum up interest for new ventures. 

He commented, “Apart from the obvious attractions of the environment and of being able to walk to the sea in my lunch break, 
I’m particularly struck by the huge number of people I’ve either met or been told about who are enthusiastic and knowledgeable 
about music in its various forms. 

“This gives the University the opportunity to create an exceptional musical culture in the years ahead, and I’d be very interested 
to hear from anyone with thoughts on how that might develop.”
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Caroline Louise Thomas
Director of University Fundraising
The Development Office

Having worked in Singapore, London and Cardiff, Caroline 
moved to St Andrews in August in time for the all-
important build-up to the University’s 600th anniversary 
celebrations.

After graduating from the University of Glasgow in 1994 with 
a masters in economic and Social History, Caroline spent the 
following nine months travelling through Central Asia. 

Caroline decided to stay in the Far east and began her career 
in Singapore as a credit analyst for Standard Chartered Bank. 

Further work in credit and business analysis for Standard 
Chartered Bank in london, Halifax plc, HBoS Treasury Services 
plc and Nm Rothschild & Sons enabled Caroline build up an 
in-depth knowledge of the corporate world, with a particular 
focus on european financial markets. 

However, her passion for opera and classical music brought 
about a change of direction when she moved to Cardiff in 
2004 as Corporate Sponsorship manager for Welsh National 
opera. The last three years of her time in Cardiff were spent 
in the Development office at Cardiff University, working with 
a wide range of the University’s friends and alumni to secure 
funding in support of its strategic priorities.

Caroline was however pleased to have the opportunity to 
return to Scotland - somewhere she has always considered her 
home after many years living abroad.

“As well as working for one of the UK’s most highly regarded 
universities with a long tradition of excellence in teaching and 
research, the stunning countryside and proximity to the coast 
were also deciding factors, alongside the ‘cosmopolitan’ feel of 
the town,” she said.

Caroline is looking forward to meeting and talking to the 
University’s many friends and alumni around the world. 

With increasing financial pressures on universities and 
students in recent years, Caroline is also keen to diversify 
and grow the University’s philanthropic sources of income. 
Individual benefactors and companies with active corporate 
social responsibility programmes will play a crucial role in 

helping to improve the standard of higher education for 
future generations and she is looking forward to developing 
relationships with a wide range of new friends and partners. 

“This is also an extremely exciting time to be joining the 
University,” she continued.  “The 600th anniversary which 
starts in 2011 will generate a wide range of new ideas and 
opportunities throughout the University and I’m looking 
forward to working with colleagues in academic schools and 
divisional units to identify and secure funding for capital 
projects and ongoing initiatives that will improve not only 
the quality of teaching and research, but the experience of 
studying and working at the University for students and staff 
alike. 

Caroline has enjoyed her first few months in St Andrews.     
“I’ve had a fantastic start at the University, with professional, 
supportive and friendly colleagues making my first few 
weeks here very enjoyable. everyone has gone out of their 
way to be helpful and I’m sure that this will only continue. 
I’ve also attended several University functions and it has 
been wonderful to see the University ‘in action’, servicing the 
students, parents and the wider community in a style and 
manner befitting a University with an enviable reputation for 
quality and excellence,” she concluded. 
 

RSe Fellow correction
Professor Kevin laland, Professor of Biology and Professor Ian Bonnell, Professor of Physics & Astronomy have been elected 
Fellows of The Royal Society of edinburgh (RSe). The pair joined over sixty experts elected in recognition of outstanding 
achievement in their fields and contribution to public service.

We apologise for omitting these appointments from our announcements in June.
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The show must go on
As Principal Dr Brian Lang prepares for his retiral in the New Year, The StAndard gained an 
insight into his thoughts on his tenure at St Andrews and his hopes for the future.

In the eight years since Brian lang’s 
appointment as fourth Principal and 
Vice-Chancellor of the University 
of St Andrews, the institution has 
witnessed some of the most important 
developments of its near 600 year 
history, from a £100m investment in 
estate to its firm establishment as best 
university in Scotland; not to mention 
the small matter of the education 
of the future King.  Yet, when asked 
what he considers to be his biggest 
achievement during his time here, Dr 
lang states, without hesitation, “Giving 
the University a clearer sense of self 
– making it a happier place to be.”

Brian lang was head-hunted to join the 
University following his departure from 
the British library in 2000, where he was 
Chief executive for nine years.  After the 
completion of a challenging move to 
new premises and the re-establishment 
of the institution as the world’s finest 
research library, it was time to move on. 

“I had been approached about Vice-
Chancellor positions in a number of 
universities – one of them St Andrews 
– and, coming at a time when I was 
longing to move back to Scotland, the 
St Andrews offer was really too good to 
miss,” he said.

Already familiar with the town of the 
mid-sixties, Brian had spent several 
weekends in St Andrews visiting his best 
friend from school, though admits to 
‘not recollecting much’ from those days, 
with the exception of the ‘permanent 
purple stamp’ that provided access 
to the Bop in the old Union Building.  
Fast forward a couple of decades, 
Brian didn’t have a too clearly formed 
image of the University, having mostly 
dealt with those institutions with 
larger libraries in his British library 
role,  though he was more than aware 
of the University’s standing as ‘one of 
the best in Scotland’.  Now of course 

the University IS the best, moving first 
into the top ten, and then further into 
the top 5 in the UK, a development 
he remembers particularly well.  “I 
remember the day we made top ten… it 
was a terrific achievement.” 

Acknowledging that back in 2000 seems 
like ‘a lifetime ago’, the first task the then 
new Principal undertook was ‘to meet as 
many people as possible, to understand 
their views of the University’s strengths 
and weaknesses, in order to form a plan 
for the way ahead’.  Put simply, his main 
aim was ‘to make a good institution 
even better’, with the management 
structure, long-term strategy and an 
increased focus on teaching taking 
centre stage.  Indeed, at the time of his 
appointment, the University Court was 
particularly impressed with Brian lang’s 
‘leadership and management skills’, 
confident that they would help him 
forge lasting relationships across the 
University and wider community.

“Before I arrived, the University was too 
centralised and there was insufficient 
ownership of direction as a whole 

within units,” he commented.  “There 
was no clear strategy or business 
plan.  The previous Principal Struther 
Arnott had done a really good job, had 
attracted some good people and as a 
result research was really strong, but we 
were losing money.”

one of the first steps taken was to 
replace the old University executive 
with the current Principal’s office 
structure, and the establishment of the 
Senior management Team.  The idea of 
replacing the old guard with more of 
a business-like management structure 
was to clarify individual roles, and, 
significantly, to put teaching on a more 
equal footing with research, the Vice-
Principal (Teaching) role was created.

“Thanks to Struther, St Andrews was 
a highly research active University, 
but I wanted to give more weight to 
teaching achievements, for instance as 
a contributing criterion for promotion, 
especially given our standing in 
both research and teaching earns 
us the current high positions from 
independent measures.”
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Another important change was to bring the Deans into the 
management structure, giving them real authority and the 
ability to be fully part of the planning process – something 
they had not enjoyed before.

Despite making what would have been viewed as sweeping 
changes of the old system (those early days he likened to 
‘driving a Formula one racing car 200mph down a narrow 
street’), Brian believes that they were well received at the time 
and that ‘people seemed to understand the reasons why’.  And 
although members of the Principal’s office have turned over 
‘substantially’ in recent years, the idea of the new structure is 
that it will be constantly refreshed, with new faces coming in 
with fresh ideas and contributions to the future direction of 
the University.  In a parallel move, throughout these uncertain 
times, Brian has continually called for increased sources of 
funding to ensure that St Andrews retains and continues to 
attract the very best of staff from around the world.

During the lang years, change to the physical environment 
has been necessary too, and kick-started at a time when the 
University’s physical infrastructure was ‘not fit for purpose, 
crumbling’.  In less than ten years, it’s hard to believe that 
the University has successfully completed three new builds 
– state of the art student accommodation at David Russell 
Apartments, the Jack Cole Building (home to the School of 
Computer Science) and the new Arts Building – and acquired 
the Gateway for the School of management.  It also said 
goodbye to one of the most iconic buildings in St Andrews 
– Hamilton Hall – with work on the new £45m School for the 
medicine and Sciences well underway for its 2010 completion.

one other area Brian was keen to address was his perception 
that the University ‘didn’t have the reputation it deserved 
within the UK’.  During his time here, this has been largely 
answered by the University steadily climbing the ranks of 
all the national league tables, consistently achieving top in 
Scotland placings thanks to high ratings in the RAe, TQA and 
NSS surveys.  In addition to some spectacularly high profile - 
and sometimes controversial - honorary degree appointments 
(Bob Dylan, michael Douglas, He mohammed Khatami), one 
significant development over the initial four years more than 
put the University in the global spotlight – the arrival of 
St Andrews’ most famous undergraduate to date in the 
autumn of 2001 put the University under unprecedented 
pressure to function ‘as normal’ as well as to a high standard.

“If anything, it made the University and town a stronger place 
and brought us together in unprecedented ways. everyone 
– town as well as gown - rallied round to educate William, 
letting him have as normal a life and education as possible.  
Those four years are a great credit to the University, and 
afterwards I sensed that the University was much happier, 
more comfortable in its role,” he reflected.

Today, with broadly satisfied students and St Andrews 
achieving the highest ever position of a Scottish university in a 
national league table, our outgoing Principal is finally ‘pleased 

that the successes of the University are being recognised on a 
national scale.’

“There’s no doubt that our quality of research and teaching is 
what earns us the high rankings gained over the last few years 
in the league tables.  With the National Student Survey results, 
our students are saying ‘the University looks after us well’; 
these independent measures can only make us feel better 
about ourselves and we can all be justifiably proud to be part 
of these achievements.

on a personal level, Brian’s life has evolved too during his time 
here - he married Tari in 2002 and, reluctant to take on the 
title Grandad himself, is now ‘married to a grandmother’, Tari’s 
daughter Claire giving birth to her first grandchild molly two 
years ago.  He has also seen his eldest son Ninian graduate not 
once but twice from edinburgh, his middle son Chris graduate 
with a good psychology degree from Southampton University 
and on the same day that students arrived back here, his 
youngest daughter Charlotte began a degree in politics and 
international relations at Bath.

Personal Assistant to the Principal Shona Hood 
takes the hot seat
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looking ahead to the future of the University, Brian points to the ‘challenging 
times ahead, especially in relation to funding. In the short term it will be very 
much about keeping heads above water.  If nothing changes, the longer 
term is a bit uncertain, but I think the University will be fine for a couple of 
years’.

When asked what advice he might give to incoming Principal Dr louise 
Richardson, he said, “Colleagues here will perform to their utmost, if they are 
provided with the space and resources to do so.  I have always believed that  
leadership has two roles; first to set direction, and secondly to set tone, and 
the freedom for people to do their jobs well.”

With just a few months to go and the role of others being key to his 

Painting the Principal

enjoyment of the job, Brian paid tribute to his colleagues in the Principal’s office, saying, “I have had a really good team here, the 
best I’ve ever worked with. They know how to get things done.”   He also acknowledged the close-knit nature of the town playing 
its part in making him feel at home, once describing it as a ‘paradox’ and today noting that “you can be working alongside 
someone during the day and bump into them in the pub at night.  That wouldn’t happen in london.”

In ‘retirement’, Brian is looking forward to moving back home to edinburgh, with two non-executive appointments likely to keep 
him busy,  as Chair of the Royal Scottish National orchestra and the Heritage lottery Fund.

Though he says without hesitation that his St Andrews days have been his happiest in employment (despite one previous job 
bringing with it the perk of driving around lA in a pink mustang!), he also believes that this is the right time to move on and into 
the next phase of his life.

“I’m a great believer in moving on once you’ve done the job you set out to do.  It’s like being on stage… you say your lines then 
get off.”  When asked what his final line will be, he replied simply, “I’ve been very happy here. It’s been very fulfilling to have been 
part of a team which has moved the University significantly forward.  I have really enjoyed being part of a genuinely collegiate 
life and hope now and again to be invited back!”

Gayle Cook

Last month, one of Scotland’s leading 
artists put the finishing touches to 
the official portrait of our outgoing 
Principal.  Three months in the 
making, the painting by Surrey-born 
artist Victoria Crowe is strictly under 
wraps until it is unveiled during a 
formal dinner in December.  

In a sneak preview, The StAndard spoke 
to the artist about the painting which 
will eventually hang in the Senate Room 
alongside some of the greatest figures 
in the University’s history.

Victoria, who is based in the Scottish 
Borders, was approached by the 
University in June, after being selected 
from a shortlist of leading artists.  After 
an initial meeting and the selection of 
her ‘favourite’ ceremonial robe - the 
black and silver Principal’s robe - Victoria 
set up studio in the former dining 
room of 9 The Scores; a room Victoria 
describes as having ‘fantastic light 
coming in off the North Sea’.  Victoria 
decamped to St Andrews for one week 
in August, and every morning sitter and 
artist met to create a work that Victoria 

describes as ‘something that speaks of 
the University as well as Brian lang’s 
period here.’

Describing her subject as a ‘very 
conscientious sitter’ and the process as 
‘great fun’, the theme of the painting 
centres not just on the Principal, but his 
role as an ambassador to the University.

“I try not to just paint what a person 
looks like, but what they have 
contributed; in this case I have referred 
to the town as well as the University,” 
she commented, noting that viewers 
should also look out for a spot of 
‘sartorial elegance’ within the piece.

The portrait was eventually competed 
after two more formal sittings in her 
studio in edinburgh, with the artist 
stating that she is ‘pleased’ with the 
end result, a fifty by forty inch canvas 
that will become a piece of University 
history.

Victoria has painted a number of 
portraits of notable figures over the 
years, including the Principals of Heriot 
Watt and Aberdeen Universities and 

Tam Dalyell mP.  Her work is held 
in a number of public and private 
collections, including that of Hm The 
Queen.

The finished portrait will join the 
University’s collection of portraits and 
Chancellors that includes famous figures 
from the sixteenth to the twenty- first 
centuries.

Further information on Victoria and her 
current work can be found at 
www.victoriacrowe.com 
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on the road
In the last edition of The StAndard we spoke to Stephen King in anticipation of his cycle challenge from Land’s End to 
John O’Groats.  This issue, the technician from the Photonics Innovation Centre shares his diary from the successful trip 
which he undertook in memory of his niece Zoë, raising £2880 for the Teenage Cancer Trust.

Day One: Land’s End to Crediton 133 miles
more miles than intended due to Cornwall and Devon’s lack of road 
signs! Very frustrating having to check maps and routes. Sun and no 
wind made up for it. Nice to reach the first stop to find cards –full of 
encouragement – from my children.

Day Two:  Crediton to Ledbury, 140 miles
This could have been called my four counties day as I passed through 
Devon, Somerset, Gloucester and Hereford.  Still very hot but a 
steady tailwind in the right direction helped, and fewer hills made 
for pleasant riding. The SteveNav worked much better and I even 
avoided a place called Wrang Way…No kidding. Some beautiful 
countryside.

Day Three:  Ledbury to Widnes via Shrewsbury, 119 miles
Shorter than I was expecting but good just before the lakes stage. 
Nice roads and a tailwind to keep my average speed up to 17 mph. 

Great summer weather so there were lots of stops for sunscreen 
application and extra water. my legs felt fine and I had been drinking 
lots of tonic water (contains quinine) so no muscle cramps so far.  
Sore shoulders and hands but it would have been worse without the 
extra handlebar positions. 

Day Four: Widnes to Penrith, 123 miles
overnight rain had left the roads wet and I had a bit of a nightmare getting out of merseyside. every road seemed to end up on 
a dual carriageway full of people trying to run me over on their way to work. lancaster and up through the lakes was great.  I am 
in full tourist mode now and want a T-shirt with “I lUV THe UK” on it! once I reached Preston (after the first puncture in 400 miles) 
and got on to the old A6 the miles raced past. Funny to zig zag across the m6 (which was full of traffic) on empty roads. The sun 
came out at Kendal and the final run across to Penrith was stunning. 

Day Five: Penrith to Edinburgh, 123 miles
Decided to bypass Peebles (my intended stop) as I was well ahead of time. No more maps – have switched to autopilot. The roads 
through the borders after Carlisle were excellent with hardly any traffic until I reached Peebles. Getting through edinburgh at 
rush hour wasn’t as bad as it could have been.  It was funny heading out to my mum’s house, on roads that I pedalled years ago 
when I got my first job in edinburgh.

Day Six: Edinburgh to Dundee, 62 miles
It was a good idea to get to edinburgh earlier and know that I had an easy day ahead. Nice start as was escorted over the Forth 
Bridge by my mum, brother John (Zoë’s Dad) and niece Karen. They cycled with me to the Fife side of the Forth road bridge which 
was great. I headed off to St Andrews for some photos, lunch and a quick visit to the Physics Dept. Great to get back to Dundee 
where the kids were waiting for me. It was going to be hard to leave in the morning, especially as it had just started raining for 
the first time during the whole trip. 

Day Seven: Dundee to Inverness, 137 miles
Rain, rain and a wee bit more rain.  It didn’t stop till Aviemore but at least the wind was going my way. Glad that I had an easy day 
yesterday. met up with my wife and the boys once they arrived in Inverness (they were going to be at the finish ) for some food 
and to offload a lot of the things I would not need to take on the last leg of the journey. one more big day to go.

Last Day: Inverness to John O’Groats, 122 miles  A grand total of 958 miles.
The sun came out to make a perfect end to the trip and the tailwind that has pushed me from land’s end stayed to the finish. 
The hills at Helmsdale and Berriedale were tough, but not as bad as the stories I had heard and once on the flat stuff I was flying 
along.  At one point when the family went past in the car I was doing over 30 mph! I kept seeing people heading down the other 
way with big bags on their bikes, grinding along into the wind and felt like shouting “You are going the wrong way”.  Very glad 
that I went South to North. Having the family there at the end was very emotional and put a lot of things in perspective. A day 
thinking of family and the things that really matter.  on this hectic wee island that we live on, it’s been good to see it at a different 
pace. A brilliant experience and I would recommend it to anyone that has thought about giving it a go.
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Guess where?
 

Again, we take a closer look at some of the town and gown’s 
most distinctive features – can you guess what it is yet?  
Answers on page 61
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StAnza goes international with a 
celebration of Robert Burns
writes Annie Kelly, StAnza Press & Media Manager.

With tickets going on sale later this month, Festival Director, Brian Johnstone and Artistic Director, Eleanor Livingstone, 
reveal the highlights of StAnza: Scotland’s International Poetry Festival for 2009, the 250th anniversary of Robert Burns’s 
birth

Regular StAnza goers will notice that 
the ever-growing festival has a new title: 
the addition of the word ‘international’ 
is a small but highly significant change 
that reflects StAnza’s wide-ranging 
outlook. Not only do we celebrate 
Scottish poetry and culture, but we 
offer a warm welcome to poets and 
performers from beyond these shores. 
As Scotland gears up to commemorate 
the birth of national poet Robert Burns 
next year, the festival is planning a very 
special contribution to the celebrations.  
StAnza: Scotland’s International Poetry 
Festival, which will run from 18-22 
march at St Andrews, was recently 
selected to take part in the Scotland’s 
year-long celebration, Homecoming 
Scotland 2009. Timed to mark the Burns 
birthday celebrations, the country-wide 
programme takes in wide-ranging 

events and activities that highlight 
Scottish culture and heritage, with an 
invitation to Scots abroad and those 
who love Scotland to come home to 
celebrate.  

The festival is delighted that First 
minister Alex Salmond, who is a former 
student at St Andrews (and who 
inaugurated Homecoming Scotland, at 
edinburgh Castle last June) will officially 
launch StAnza next march. 

StAnza is privileged to be chosen to take 
part in Homecoming Scotland 2009. It 
is especially fitting as a poetry festival 
since the heart of the celebration is, of 
course, Robert Burns. In march StAnza 
will create a contemporary link between 
Burns’ poetic heritage for Scotland 
and the current exciting literary scene 
in a modern, vibrant nation. We aim 
to engage ‘diaspora’ Scots in the 
celebratory nature of StAnza, in the 
variety of voices and approaches we 
present and in the social relevance of 
so much poetry today – all aspects of 
literature found in the work of Burns. 
Central to this is the international 
nature of StAnza and its outward-
looking approach, which is nonetheless 
grounded in a solid appreciation of 
Scottish culture.  

Homecoming Scotland’s generous 
funding of StAnza 2009 enables us to 
cast our net farther afield than before 
and we have decided to bring two of 
the leading poets from the Scottish 
diaspora’s most distant location to the 
festival. Consequently New Zealand 
poets Bill manhire and Jenny Bornholdt 
will play a major part in the festival, with 
the former being appointed Poet-in- 

First Minister Alex Salmond and 
StAnza’s Festival Director, Brian 
Johnstone, both graduates of 
St Andrews, at the launch of 
Homecoming Scotland

Peter Porter

Residence. From nearer home, Canada’s 
Stephen Scobie, a Scots-born poet and 
critic, makes a return to his Alma mater, 
while Australia’s Peter Porter makes the 
much shorter trip from london where 
he now lives. From America comes Jay 
Parini, another poet and critic who is 
also a graduate of St Andrews. As well 
as reading he will also give the StAnza 
lecture, exploring the philosophical 
aspects of the notion of homecoming. 
Also returning from the US is Ros 
Brackenbury, a long-time edinburgh 
resident with whom Brian Johnstone 
founded the well-established Shore 
Poets in the city back in 1991. All of 
these poets have Scottish connections, 
either through their family backgrounds 
or as long-term residents of Scotland 
– StAnza is delighted to be able to 
welcome them back to these shores.
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Simon Armitage, Patience Agbabi and 
Glasgow-born Carol Ann Duffy are 
among the homegrown poets at StAnza 
2009. Duffy’s most recent collection 
Rapture won the T S eliot prize in 2005. 
She is currently Creative Director of 
the Writing School at manchester 
metropolitan University. Joining them 
is Helen Dunmore who has won many 
awards for her poetry, novels and 
children’s stories. Her most recent 
poetry collection is Glad of These Times 
(2007). From very close to home and 
playing a major role at the festival, is 
Robert Crawford, Professor of modern 
Scottish literature at the School of 
english at St Andrews. His most recent 
poetry collection, Full Volume, has just 
been shortlisted for the prestigious T. S. 
eliot prize. And his biography of Robert 
Burns, The Bard, is to be published in the 
New Year. 

Helen Dunmore

Crispin Bonham Carter

A Scottish writer with an 
international audience, 
Ian Rankin has defined 
contemporary Scotland and its 
darker elements in his Rebus 
crime novels. He will be in 
conversation talking about 
the part poetry has played 
in his life, as well as taking 
part in a breakfast discussion 
on the song lyric. StAnza 
will also be welcoming two 
poets whose prose writing 
is currently making literary 
waves. Glasgow-born Kate 
Clanchy won the Forward Prize 

Ian Rankin

for Best First Collection with Slattern 
(1995). After two more highly acclaimed 
collections, Samarkand and Newborn, 
she has written a powerful account of 
the experiences of an asylum seeker: 
What is She Doing Here? A Refugee’s Story  
(2008). Sophie Hannah’s fifth collection 
Pessimism for Beginners was shortlisted 
for the 2007 T. S. eliot Award. lately she 
has been building a reputation as a 
crime fiction writer. Hannah is also is an 
accomplished performer of her poetry. 
Joining her in the festival’s Poetry 
Cabaret series is elvis mcGonagall, a 
regular guest on BBC Radio 4’s Saturday 
Live.

StAnza’s other theme, Poetry Centre 
Stage, explores poetry’s dynamic 
relationship with theatre and sees our 
first venture into actual drama. Siobhan 
Redmond, actor and St Andrews 
graduate, will talk about her work in 
a special In Conversation event. Three 
plays are included in the programme: 
a special commission for StAnza from 
three St Andrews Alumni, including 
actor/director Crispin Bonham Carter, 
a one-man play exploring the life and 
poetry of Scottish poet W.S. Graham, 
and a third taking as its theme Burns 
and his relationship with “Clarinda”. 
Robert Burns has inspired several other 
festival elements. He is the subject of a 
specially commissioned installation by 
renowned Fife sculptor David mach who 
is taking a flamboyant approach to the 
poet; there’s also a late night musical 
presentation of the racy and rarely 

Carol Ann Duffy

heard ballads in Burns’ Merrie Muses of 
Caledonia; and Burns is at the heart of 
Robert Crawford’s talk, ‘Thoughts on 
Poets of the enlightenment’.
The full programme of events can 
be viewed on our website 
www.stanzapoetry.org  Tickets 
will be available after 30 November 
from the Byre Theatre, Abbey Street, 
St Andrews, 01334 475000 or by 
following the links on the StAnza 
website.
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It’s all academic
What attracts leading academics to St Andrews and what makes them stay?  This feature focuses on individual 
researchers, looking at their achievements so far and their hopes for the future.

This issue, we spoke to researchers in the fields of Geology and Computational modelling.

NAME:  Ruth Robinson

POSITION:  Senior Lecturer in the 
School of Geography & Geosciences

AREA/S OF RESEARCH:  I am a 
sedimentary geologist and my main 
research area is the behaviour of 
ancient river systems. Two main 
controls affect the Earth, climate and 
earth movements or tectonics, and 
most of my previous research has 
been aimed at trying to unravel how 
much each has influenced terrestrial 
environments in the past and how 
those environments responded.

WHAT MADE YOU CHOOSE THIS 
FIELD OF RESEARCH?

I actually started a civil engineering 
undergraduate degree and part of the 
course involved hydrology and geology. 
I enjoyed those subjects so much 
that I changed my degree pathway, 
graduated in geology and, as they say, 
never looked back. Geological and earth 
sciences research is about detailing the 
physical and biological histories of our 
planet and how the earth’s system has 
evolved through time. It is fascinating 
and fun to document the what, why, 
how, where, and when of earth’s history. 

WHY IS YOUR RESEARCH 
IMPORTANT?

Understanding the impacts of climate 
change is a big challenge right now. 
How will landscapes and environments 
respond to future (uncertain) climate 
changes? To answer this question, we 
need to understand in detail how past 
landscapes and environments have 
responded to similar or greater changes. 
The challenge is to understand the 
controls and responses fully, over many 
different time scales, so that we can 
predict the possible future trajectories 
of the environments on our planet.  

WHAT DO YOU MOST ENJOY ABOUT 
YOUR WORK?

I think I love the diversity of the subject 
and the wide variety of research 
projects that I work on. Partly, this 
variety arises because earth science 
research involves all the basic sciences; 
chemistry, physics, biology, as well as 
mathematics. This scientific integration 
is just very appealing and many areas 
of earth science research have evolved 
rapidly with all the technological 
advances that have been achieved in 
the last two decades. It is also, at its 
core, a field-based discipline and I have 
been lucky enough to travel extensively 
for my research, including studying 
landscapes in the great mountains of 
the world, the Andes and the Himalayas.   

WHAT IS THE MOST INTERESTING 
FINDING YOU HAVE MADE?

I am very excited about my main focus 
of research at the moment, which 
involves producing the first modern 

sediment budget for the rivers of Burma 
and determining how those rivers have 
influenced, and been controlled by, 
the growth of the eastern Himalayas. 
Almost all of Burma is influenced by the 
summer Asian monsoon when about 
85% of the annual flow of water and 
sediment is transported in about five to 
six months between may and october. 
The river water and sediment carries 
with it a large contribution of carbon 
and the research that I am carrying 
out with michael Bird has produced 
the first measurements of the carbon 
transported by those rivers.

AND WHAT DEVELOPMENTS AND/OR 
CHALLENGES DO YOU FORESEE IN 
THE FUTURE?

on the research side, we need solutions 
to the kinds of environmental change 
that directly impact peoples’ lives. We 
need to respond to the needs of society 
with top class earth science research 
that address how best we can adjust 
to environmental change and find 
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resources to sustain society. However, I think one of the greatest challenges 
we have is producing the next generation of geoscientists that can solve these 
geological and environmental problems. There are two challenges here. First 
we have a source problem, in that students have a greater range of courses to 
choose from, are opting for degrees courses that are less demanding of their 
time, and are not tuned into the career opportunities in energy, mining and 
the environment in secondary school. Secondly, universities have  tended to 
support research at the expense of top quality teaching. I think we need more 
support to reverse that trend. 

WHAT ATTRACTED YOU TO ST ANDREWS?

Although I was brought up in Scotland, my academic training was in the USA. I joined St Andrews after finishing my PhD at Penn 
State University and St Andrews was a fantastic opportunity to come home to Scotland. The timing was perfect.  

AND WHAT MAKES YOU STAY HERE?

When I think about this question, my first reaction is the great colleagues that I have the pleasure of working with, and who are 
dedicated to top class teaching and research. There is also a strong university network in my research areas within Scotland that 
makes me feel part of a much larger campus. And I love living by the sea and the variety of light that Fife has to offer. 

NAME:  Tom Kelsey

POSITION:  Senior Research Fellow, School of Computer 
Science

AREA/S OF RESEARCH:  Modelling human fertility with age. 

WHAT MADE YOU CHOOSE THIS FIELD OF RESEARCH?

I met a medical doctor several years ago who was struggling 
with the non-clinical side of his research, which involves 
the late effects of cancer treatments to the fertility of 
childhood cancer survivors. I was interested in applying my 
computational and mathematical ideas in an important 
research area, so we started collaborating.

WHY IS YOUR RESEARCH IMPORTANT?

little is known about the relationship between age and 
fertility for individual healthy women, let alone for women 
who have been treated with radio- and/or chemotherapies. 
We are trying to make it possible to estimate the age at which 
menopause starts for individual women, with particular 
focus on earlier than average age at menopause. We hope to 
provide women and clinical teams with accurate models that 
allow informed fertility-related decisions to be made.

WHAT DO YOU MOST ENJOY ABOUT YOUR WORK?

Working with highly talented and motivated colleagues.  

WHAT IS THE MOST INTERESTING FINDING YOU HAVE 
MADE?

We have recently produced an improved mathematical model 
of how important cells in the human ovary form rapidly in the 
first four to five months of post-conception life, then decay 
over the next 50 years or so, until menopause. This model is 
important both for healthy women, and women who have 
been treated for cancer earlier in life. 

AND WHAT DEVELOPMENTS AND/OR CHALLENGES DO 
YOU FORESEE IN THE FUTURE?

much laboratory work involving the assessment of fertility 
from samples of human tissue is done manually - slices of 
ovaries are stained and photographed, with a human expert 
assessing the quality and quantity of cells that can develop 
into eggs. my biggest challenge is to help automate this 
process by developing image analysis software that can 
identify, classify and count these cells. 

Another challenge is to increase the precision of ultrasound 
measurements of ovarian volume, in order to improve our 
ability to assess ovarian reserve.

WHAT ATTRACTED YOU TO ST ANDREWS?

I did my PhD here, and the main attraction was, and still is, the 
quality of the research group that I work within.

AND WHAT MAKES YOU STAY HERE?

The School of Computer Science is a wonderful environment 
to work in.  my colleagues are helpful, interesting and 
supportive.
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New Appointment
Peter Donnelly

Scotland's former Deputy Chief Medical Officer 
has left his Scottish Government post to take 
up a new Chair at the University of St Andrews, 
where he will lead research in support of national 
violence reduction strategies.
Professor Peter Donnelly joined the Bute medical School in September 
as a Professor in Public Health medicine.

As Deputy Chief medical officer in Scotland since 2004 Peter has 
headed the Public Health Professionals Group responsible for providing 

Iranian exhibition highlights 

Wounded child after a bombardment 
in which he lost all members of his 

family, Iran-Iraq war - Iran 1981

This summer, the University of St Andrews became the 
first venue to show a new exhibition of work by renowned 
Iranian photojournalist and film-maker Kaveh Golestan, 
who died after stepping on a landmine while filming with 
the BBC in Northern Iraq.

national advice and leadership in the fields of health protection and health improvement. He was closely involved in shaping 
policy on immunisation, tobacco control, alcohol misuse, health inequalities, violence reduction and sexual health.

In his new role at St Andrews it is expected that Peter’s research will explore key public health challenges, including knife related 
violence.

Peter Donnelly was born in Bangor, North Wales, and educated at Perth Academy, where he was head boy, and at edinburgh 
University where he graduated in medicine in 1985.

Postgraduate studies in public health and management followed at University of Wales College of medicine, Stirling and Harvard 
universities and edinburgh where he is an honorary Professor of Public Health. 

much of Peter’s subsequent career has focused on bridging the gap between public health as an academic discipline and as an 
NHS service.

Clerics congregate on the frontline: Mullahs’ conference, 
Abadan, Iran 1983

The exhibition of 
poignant black and 
white images (some 
as large as 150cm 
by 200cm) was put 
together by Kaveh's 
widow Hengameh 
Golestan, and took 
place in the ground 
floor foyer of the 
University's new 
Arts Building.
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Reaching out with Physics
by Duncan A Robertson, David G Macfarlane and Kenneth Boyd

Imagine if you could see through terrorists’ clothes to detect hidden weapons… 
Or look to see how a volcano is changing underneath all the cloud and smoke? 
Or have a car that can see a crash coming? 
Or take a picture of the whole universe? 

These are all exciting and relevant 
questions which might be posed by 
members of the public that can be 
answered through the innovative 
application of science and engineering. 
And providing such explanations to 
the public has been the motivation 
behind a dynamic outreach programme 
delivered by a team from the School of 
Physics and Astronomy.

Millimetre waves: Vision for the Future
is a public understanding of science 
project run by members of the School’s 
millimetre Wave Group in partnership 
with Tayport-based interactive science 
exhibit company FifeX ltd.

Receiving grant funding from the 
engineering and Physical Sciences 
Research Council through their 
Partnerships for Public engagement 
scheme in 2006, Dr Graham Smith and 
his colleagues have to date delivered 
their message through exhibitions, lectures and interactive workshops to nearly 40,000 people across the UK.

Graham explained, “our field of research, which uses a type of electromagnetic radiation called millimetre waves, finds an ever-
increasing number of practical applications. Whilst some are esoteric and largely science-based, an increasing number, such as 
airport security screening and car collision avoidance radar, are making an impact on everyday life. And yet, virtually no-one has 
heard of millimetre waves and fewer still know what amazing things they can be used for. That’s why we wanted to spread the 
word about what we do, why millimetre waves are useful and introduce children and the public to some important basic science 
concepts.”

The project has focused on how millimetre waves can be used for imaging, emphasising how the world looks different using 
different wavelengths of light. Combing the latest application imagery from around the world with examples of the group’s own 
research into radar and spectroscopy, the team developed a suite of materiasl and a set of display pods for use at public science 
exhibitions. 

 “Imagery is such a powerful tool for communicating,” explained Dr Duncan Robertson of the project. “We’re fortunate in our 
field that so many applications use imaging, so we have some truly fascinating and inspiring types of imagery to illustrate how 
millimetre waves can be useful. millimetre wave images of the world look a little different to what we see with our normal vision 
but everyday objects are still easily recognisable. This immediately makes the subject engaging to the public who can then learn 
more about the science that underpins the technology.” 

The project team (which includes post-docs, postgraduates and undergraduates) have taken Vision for the Future to a range of 
venues such as the Cheltenham Science Festival, the Highland Science Festival and the BA Festival of Science, to engage with the 
public and answer any questions they have on this little known field.
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An information pod at Cheltenham

For delivery to schools, Graham and 
his colleagues in the project team 
have prepared a 50-minute interactive 
workshop, which can be specifically 
tailored to meet the needs of the 
age and ability of the pupils. After 
having their appetite whetted by 
being shown some exciting imagery 
(like seeing weapons hidden under 
clothing) the pupils are split into groups 
and take turns to get their hands on 
interactive experiments, where they 
learn the underlying science about the 
relationship between the wavelength 
of light, transmission through materials 
and resolution of an image. They also 
get a chance to play with real Doppler 
radar sensors in a speed trap game and 
watch themselves being tracked around 
the room by a purpose built millimetre 
wave radar called SAFIRe.

The workshops have proven very 
popular with pupils and teachers alike, 
and to date they have been attended by 
over 1300 pupils, mostly of late primary 
age and including one class of special 
needs children. 

“one of our aims is to make kids 
get into science; to show them it’s 
relevant, exciting and interesting. We’ve 
discovered they love the fact that the 
people presenting to them are real 

scientists, actually involved in some of 
the things they’re learning about, like 
our work on mapping volcanoes using 
radar,” explained Graham.

Understanding what impact the project 
is having has been a key part of the 
process and the team have employed 
external professional evaluators to 
make such assessments. By interviewing 
people at science festivals, holding post-
workshop focus groups with school 
pupils, and conducting telephone 
interviews with teachers, the evaluators 
are able to quantify the effectiveness 
of the project. The feedback has been 
predominantly very positive and where 
there has been criticism, the team have 
worked to improve the material or the 
method of delivery to attain a higher 
standard.

There’s also great benefits for the 
members of the Vision for the Future 
team. Dr David macfarlane, lead project 
researcher, highlighted some of the 
rewards.  

He said, “This project has been 
enormous fun and very rewarding. 
Seeing people who previously knew 
nothing about a subject start to 
appreciate their new knowledge and 
connect with us as practising scientists 
is just great. It’s hard work preparing 
scientific material which is accessible 
to a wide audience but we’ve received 
lots of support from other organisations 
who have provided imagery for 
inclusion in the project.”

But the rewards are not just personal 
but can be professional too.  David 
continued, “Building our SAFIRe radar 
for this project, which maps the room 
in real time and allows people to see 
themselves in relation to others within 
their surroundings, has really benefited 
our radar research work. In fact, being 
able to demonstrate this instrument has 
directly led to us securing new research 
funding.”

So after travelling approximately 4500 
miles around the UK in the past 18 
months, delivering over 80 events in 
nearly 30 locations, what next for Vision 
for the Future? 

Graham sums up, “We’re nowhere near 
finished! This project still has so much 
more life in it. We’ve shown that the 
schools workshops work really well 
and that there’s demand for them, 
and the exhibition-based events like 
science festivals allow us to reach 
large numbers of the public. Both 
Glasgow Science Centre and Sensation 
in Dundee are interested in housing 
some of the current exhibition, with 
Sensation interested in developing a 
permanent exhibit. Through securing 
further funding we would like to 
extend and expand the project to reach 
new audiences and include yet more 
stimulating material which lies at the 
heart of our exciting world of millimetre 
waves. We’ve only really just started 
spreading the word!”

www.vision4thefuture.org
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Graduation highlights 

Dame Judi Dench was made an honorary graduate in 
recognition of her contribution to the performing arts.

Scotland's first graduates in 
Sustainable Development collected 
their degrees at the University of 
St Andrews in June.

The University's Sustainable 
Development Undergraduate 
Programme was established in 2004 
in response to local and international 
demands for expertise in this field.

It is one of only a few undergraduate 
courses focusing on the area of 
sustainable development in the UK 
and beyond.  It has a unique structure 
with core interdisciplinary modules 
that are co-ordinated from the School 
of Geography & Geosciences but are 
taught by staff from eleven Schools 
across the University which are 
combined with specialist modules on 
partner subjects of the student's choice.

An inspirational young woman who was diagnosed 
with Asperger's syndrome aged 18, graduated from the 
University of St Andrews during the summer graduations.

Dunfermline-born Katy macGregor graduated on Friday 
with a degree in Theology.  Katy, 25, was cheered on by two 
University members of staff  emma Brown and maggie Winton, 
(pictured above) who she describes as `always being there' for 
her when she needed support over the last four years.

The undergraduate degree in sustainable development looks at the enormous environmental and developmental challenges of 
the twenty first century.

Alternative pathways offered by sustainable development to achieve provision of clean water, adequate sanitation, energy 
generation and supply, human health, food production and distribution and the safeguarding of biodiversity to meet the needs 
of future generations are analysed within the course.

The class of 23 students obtained a variety of specialisms in sustainable development including biology, management, 
geography, divinity and philosophy. 
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Swedish novelist Henning Mankell 
and Manchester University's Vice-
President of Research, Dame Nancy 
Rothwell pictured above with the 
Principal.

Author and journalist Adam 
Hochschild pictured 

above with the Principal.

Professor Angus Deaton and Professor Sir Nicholas Wright were made honorary 
graduates of the University of St Andrews this summer.  Professor Deaton is 
pictured above left with laureator Professor John Beath, while Professor Wright 
is pictured above right with laureator Professor Simon Herrington.

Golfer Renee Powell and lawyer Baroness Helena Kennedy were conferred 
honorary degrees.  They are pictured above, Renee with laureator Professor 
Alan Cairns and Baroness Kennedy with Principal Dr Brian Lang.

Major General George Cowan, 
environmental and political 

activist George Monbiot, and 
molecular biologist 
Sir Kenneth Murray.

Dr Simon Campbell (pictured
 above with Principal and Vice-
Chancellor Dr Brian Lang).

French philosopher and literary
 critic Professor René Girard is pictured 
with laureator Professor Paul Gifford.

This summer’s honorary graduates
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Philosophy and its public role: twenty-five years on
by Professor John Haldane, Director of the Centre for Ethics, Philosophy and Public Affairs

These days no university is without 
several centres and institutes, and one 
might imagine that these have long 
been part of university life. In fact, 
however, most are only a few years old, 
and the very idea of research centres 
is itself a fairly recent one. That said, 
St Andrews can claim a couple of early 
UK precedents, even though they are 
separated by a hundred years.

The oldest institute in the University 
is the Gatty marine laboratory which 
opened as such in 1896, but which 
derived from an earlier operation, 
the government-funded ‘St Andrews 
Fisheries laboratory’ founded in 1884. 
A century later, in the spring of 1984, 
the University Court received a proposal 
approved by the Senate for the creation 
of St Andrews’ second University 
institute, this to be concerned with the 
very different business of reflecting on 
human life and values.

The scheme had been some months 
in preparation by two lecturers in the 
Department of moral Philosophy: 
Anthony ellis and Gordon Graham 
(now both in the USA); and it had 
been formulated in a document dated 
December 1983 headed ‘Proposal for a 
Centre for the Study of Philosophy and 
Public Affairs’. 

This, then, is part of the story of what 
inspired the creation of St Andrews’ 
oldest ‘Centre’, and of its work over the 
quarter century of its existence. It is 
a story I know well and am honoured 
to be associated with, having been 
appointed to moral Philosophy in 1983 
and being part of the Centre from its 
inception, first as a fellow and then as its 
Director.

‘Applied philosophy’ is now a recognised 
aspect of the subject, and the 
expression is a familiar one used in the 
names of journals, books and academic 
societies, yet it also is of recent minting. 
Interestingly, the term itself may have 
been invented in St Andrews, for in 
1970 one of the philosophers here, 

leslie Stevenson (who though retired 
remains an Honorary Reader), published 
an article with just that title in which 
he defined ‘applied philosophy’ as the 
use of philosophical methods to decide 
what we should do, individually or as a 
society.

We are now used to hearing about the 
need for philosophers to address ethical 
and social aspects of policy; it is hard 
to imagine, therefore, that for several 
decades in the twentieth century 
philosophers in Britain had almost no 
professional interest in real ethical and 
political issues. Yet a century ago things 
were quite different, with philosophers 
at Cambridge, oxford, St Andrews, 
Glasgow, Aberdeen and edinburgh all 
engaged with questions of conduct 
and society, and many, such as JS mill, 
involved with movements campaigning 
for educational and welfare reform.

The falling away of such interest from 
the period of the First World War 
onwards was largely the result of a 
fashion for highly abstract analysis of 
logic and language. Instead of asking 
how best to live and act, philosophers 
preferred to enquire into the way 
words such as ‘good’, ‘bad’, right’ and 
‘wrong’ function in general usage. To 
deal directly with the often fraught 
controversies involving real moral issues 
was distracting, confusing and not 
professionally relevant.

How then did the change from abstract 
analysis to engagement with moral and 
political questions come about? And 
how was philosophy joined with public 
affairs? As with so many other cultural 
and academic matters the answer lies 
in America with the controversies of the 
1960s.

Following the assassination of President 
Kennedy in 1963, his successor lyndon 
Johnson responded to the racial 
inequality, poverty and social unrest of 
the period by introducing ‘Great Society’ 
legislation. This included civil rights law, 
elements of government-funded health 

care, and a commitment to wage a war 
on poverty. At the same time, however, 
Johnson escalated a real war in Vietnam, 
increasing the numbers of US soldiers 
there during his Presidency from fifteen 
thousand to half a million. US domestic 
and foreign policy was struggling to 
respond to pressures and to cultural 
and political changes and often not 
managing very well. 

Journalists and social commentators 
had plenty to say but the philosophers 
were deafeningly silent. In the 
background, however, were a few 
powerful minds who had been thinking 
about the nature of political society, 
the principles of fairness, and the 
basis of respect. out of this emerged 
a number of essays, but the defining 
moment came with the publication 
in 1971 of A Theory of Justice by the 
Harvard philosopher John Rawls. It was 
the product of two decades of intense 
thought and it transformed American 
moral philosophy.

Rawls came from a New england 
episcopalian family and attended 
Princeton University where he wrote 
an undergraduate dissertation on ‘the 
meaning of Sin and Faith’. Following 
graduation he went into the army 
serving as an infantryman in the Pacific 
and in Japan, where he witnessed the 

John Stuart Mill
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effects of the bombing of Hiroshima. 
Rawls returned to Princeton without 
his religious faith but with a new-
found determination to pursue moral 
philosophy in the hope of influencing 
fellow academics and even policy-
makers. Whatever his success with 
the latter, his impact on the former 
was revolutionary. In 1961 political 
philosophy was generally thought to be 
dead; by 1971 it was reborn and fast-
growing. 

Articles and books were written, 
courses were delivered, societies were 
formed and in 1976 the first centre for 
philosophy and policy was created, 
fittingly at the University of maryland 
within a few miles of Capitol Hill and 
the WhiteHouse. others followed and 
by 1981 there were perhaps four or 
five such in the US, though none in the 
UK. Inspired by the revival of socially-
engaged philosophy, recalling the 
old tradition of this among Scottish 
philosophers  and knowing something 
of the American institutes, the idea was 
formed of creating a St Andrews centre.

It is a tribute to the then Principal, 
Stephen Watson and to the members 
of Senate and Court, that the proposal 
for a centre, which was without internal 
precedent or external parallel, was 
warmly welcomed and supported. 
Within a few months the Centre for 
Philosophy and Public Affairs was born 
and named - with a distinguished 
list of sponsors including the then 

lord Chancellor lord Hailsham; lord 
Devlin, ‘len’ (shortly to be lord) murray, 
former general-secretary of the TUC; 
the Bishop of Salisbury; Sir Alfred (‘A J’) 
Ayer; Willy Brandt, fourth Chancellor of 
Germany; Conor Cruise o’Brien, Irish 
academic, journalist and politician; 
and Antonio la Pergola, a member of 
the Italian constitutional court and an 
international scholar. The ‘great and the 
good’ had been invited to lend support 
and had responded enthusiastically.
The Centre launched itself in 1984 with 
a major conference funded by the US/
UK Fulbright Commission on the theme 
of Ethics and International Relations.That 
was several years before the creation of 
an ‘IR’ department at 
St Andrews, and looking back across 25 
years and with the experience of the 
european Union debates, 9/11, the Iraq 
War, and much else besides, the choice 
of theme for the inaugural conference 
now seems prescient.

Quite quickly the Centre established its 
pattern of activities. It has two broad 
aims: to encourage philosophers to 
engage in thinking about issues of 
broad moral and social significance; and 
to support those in public life who wish 
to think about ethical and philosophical 
aspects of their practice. 
 
These aims have been pursued in four 
different ways. First, through public 
lectures, pre-eminently the annual 
Sir malcolm Knox memorial lecture 
(Knox was a former Professor of moral 

Philosophy and Principal) delivered 
over the years by the greatest moral 
and political philosophers in the 
english-speaking world, including John 
Rawls. Second, by a visiting fellowship 
programme, which has brought 
some eighty academics from fifteen 
countries to the Centre for periods of 
a few weeks to a year. Third, through a 
series of conferences and seminars on 
subjects as diverse as the foundations 
of morality, the future of philosophy 
in Central and eastern europe, and in 
China, and the teaching of philosophy 
to children. Fourth, and alongside the 
fellowship programme most effectively, 
has been a publication programme. 

Initially this consisted of publishing 
booklets arising from particular projects, 
such as one for the Nature Conservancy 
Council on environmental ethics, or 
from events, such as a conference on 
the future of philosophy in Britain. Four 
years ago, however, in part out of a 
sense that socially-engaged, practical 
philosophy might be on the wane I 
devised the idea of a series of books, 
St Andrews Studies in Philosophy and 
Public Affairs, each of which would 
take on some aspect of contemporary 
society. As is usually the way of these 
things the start was speculative, hopeful 
but uncertain, yet very quickly the 
project took on its own life and this 
year we will be publishing the twelfth 
volume with others in preparation.

St Andrews has been the last of 
the Scottish universities to retain a 
department of moral Philosophy, the 
subject having been taught here since 
the foundation of the University, and 
over the centuries great philosophers 
have engaged in public discussions 
of ethics here – two examples being 
John mair in the sixteenth century and 
John Stuart mill in the nineteenth. It 
is fitting, therefore, that St Andrews 
was the first of the British universities 
to establish a centre for philosophy 
and ethics. A quarter of a century later 
the world seems, if anything, a more 
morally confusing place; but along the 
way the University of St Andrews can 
take some pride in having conceived 
and supported the Centre for ethics, 
Philosophy and Public Affairs. 

www.st-andrews.ac.uk/ceppa/
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Records of St Andrews
In the last issue of The StAndard we unveiled the publication online of The Records of the Parliaments of Scotland to 1707 
(www.rps.ac.uk), a major new historical resource produced by academics at the University.  Here, Dr Gillian MacIntosh 
uncovers the role of St Andrews within Scottish parliamentary history.

 Parliament Hall on South Street, part 
of the complex of buildings that makes 
up St mary’s College, is so-named 
to mark the occasion of the Scottish 
Parliament’s visit there in the winter 
of 1645-6. The name of the building 
serves as an ample reminder of the part 
the University has played in Scotland’s 
lengthy parliamentary tradition, as do 
those historical artefacts said to date 
from the time, such as the oak chair 
thought to have been used by John 
lindsay, earl of Crawford-lindsay, in 
his role as president of parliament, and 
now on display in the University’s new 
museum. less well known, perhaps, are 
the University’s other associations with 
Scotland’s parliament, many of which 
can be uncovered by a trawl through a 
new online historical resource (www.
rps.ac.uk) produced by researchers in 
the School of History that contains the 
entire proceedings of parliament from 
the 13th century to the Union of 1707.

Parliament’s usual home was edinburgh, 
where from 1639 the estates took up 
residence in the first purpose-built 
legislature in Britain, situated just off the 
Royal mile. In 1645, however, it was an 
epidemic of bubonic plague spreading 
through Scotland’s major cities that 
forced parliament from the capital, 
first to Stirling, then Perth and finally 
to St Andrews, where the estates sat in 
session in lower Parliament Hall from 
26 November 1645 to 4 February 1646. 
Parliamentary committees assembled in 
a variety of locations, either in the King 
James library above the main chamber, 
in a large room within the college 
building itself, or in the rented lodgings 
of one of the members.

Unscrupulous local landlords and 
hoteliers were quick to profit from the 
unexpected bonanza in visitors (akin 
to a major golf tournament coming to 
town, perhaps?), raising their prices for 
rooms, horse feed and stabling to such 
a level that members were heard to 
grumble of ‘extortion’. Parliament thus 
sought to address the complaints by 

passing an act which set the price of 
‘meat, drink and chamber rent’ at a more 
realistic and affordable rate.

The majority of parliament’s business 
while in St Andrews concerned 
the Covenanters’ ongoing military 
campaign against one of the 
University’s most notable graduates, 
the Royalist commander James Graham, 
first marquis of montrose, who had 
suffered his first major defeat at the 
Battle of Philiphaugh in September 
1645. The punishment of collaborators 
with montrose was high on parliament’s 
agenda and four Royalists captured at 
the skirmish were brought to 
St Andrews, imprisoned in the castle 
and tried for treason by a parliamentary 
committee. Death sentences were 
passed on all four and The maiden, an 
early Scottish version of a beheading 
machine similar to the guillotine, was 
summoned specially from Dundee for 
the occasion. The executions took place 
at the mercat Cross on 20 January 1646 
in front of a huge crowd of expectant 
onlookers who had flocked to the town 
to witness the dramatic, if gruesome, 
spectacle.

Despite such unpleasantries the 
University otherwise proved to be an 
amicable host and was much praised for 
the hospitality it provided. Thus on the 
last day of the session a series of acts 
were passed by parliament in favour 
of and as ‘testimony of their respect’ 
to the University. The first ordered that 
St mary’s College be repaid of all the 
‘charges and expenses’ it had incurred 
in repairing and fitting out its buildings 
for the use of the visiting members. And 
for the ‘better advancing of religion and 
learning therein’, a second act gifted 
to the University library the impressive 
collection of books owned by Sir Robert 
Spottiswoode, one of the four traitors 
beheaded earlier in the session. This was 
more than fitting, parliament decreed, 
because Sir Robert and his late father 
(John, archbishop of St Andrews from 
1615 to 1638) had built up their own 

library by simply borrowing books 
from the University and not returning 
them! It was also instructed that the 
‘new printed bible set out at Paris’ 
be purchased on the public charge 
and donated to the library to further 
improve the University’s own holdings.

The exceptional work of the college’s 
janitors was not overlooked either. 
David mitchell, keeper of the college, 
and his servant John Knowis were 
singled out for praise in their attention 
given to ‘sweeping and cleaning the 
rooms, building fires and bringing in 
lights’ throughout parliament’s stay in 
St Andrews, and both were generously 
rewarded for their efforts with £100 
Scots (roughly £1,060 in today’s money) 
and 50 merks (around £440 today) 
respectively.

Although less well-documented 
than the 1645-6 session, the Scottish 
Parliament met in St Andrews on at least 
three additional occasions. In march 
1304, during the Wars of Independence, 
edward I convened a meeting in the 
town to ratify surrender terms with his 
rivals for the Scottish crown. It was at 
St Andrews, too, that Robert I held his 
first parliament in march 1309, where an 

The oak chair  - now in MUSA
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impressively large assembly made up of 
the chief nobles and clergy of the realm 
issued declarations in support of Bruce’s 
right to the throne. exactly where in 
St Andrews so large a gathering could 
have convened is open to question. 
The Castle, the main residence of the 
bishops of St Andrews, is a possibility, 
but a meeting either in the almost-
completed Cathedral church or the 
adjacent Augustinian priory seems 
more likely.

A convention of estates (a less-formal 
meeting of parliament) also sat in 
the town in July 1585. An outbreak of 
plague had forced James VI and his 
court from edinburgh and he spent 
the summer travelling throughout Fife, 
indulging in his favourite pastime of 
hunting. Again the specific location for 
the meeting is not recorded, but by this 
date the Cathedral precinct had begun 
falling into the ruinous state which can 
be seen today, so perhaps the Castle, 
one of the University’s buildings or the 
now-demolished town tolbooth would 
be a more plausible venue for this 
assembly.

The first mention of the University in the 
parliamentary record occurs in 1489, 
some decades after its foundation, 
when the estates adjudicated in a 
dispute between John liston, provost 
of St Salvator’s College, and Isobel (or 
elizabeth) lauder, lady of Balcomie. 
Having allegedly fallen into arrears 
on her land rental, five oxen, three 
cows and a horse were seized by the 
provost from lady Balcomie’s property 
as payment. A lengthy dispute over 
the ownership of the animals ensued, 
still ongoing in 1492, but the eventual 
outcome is not recorded.

Beyond passing references such as the 
above, the University features little in 
the parliamentary records until the 
late sixteenth century, although the 
institution was not untouched by the 
tumultuous events surrounding the 
Scottish Reformation. In 1528 the early 
Protestant reformer and University 
alumnus, Patrick Hamilton, was slowly 
burned at the stake in front of 
St Salvator’s College, the spot marked 
today by the initials ‘PH’ set into the 
pavement. In 1546 another Protestant 
preacher, George Wishart, was executed 

Testament. The impetus behind such 
a move was to provide a Protestant 
equivalent of the Jesuit seminaries 
of the Counter-Reformation, as well 
as to fulfil the all-important function 
of training men in both ecclesiastical 
and civil administration. St leonard’s 
and St Salvator’s were reconstituted 
primarily as colleges of philosophy or 
humanity, with the latter also acquiring 
the professors of law and mathematics 
formerly at St mary’s. To complete the 
overhaul, the principal of St leonard’s 
was to instruct in the philosophy of 
Plato, while the provost of St Salvator’s 
was to teach as professor of medicine.

The parliamentary ratification of the 
scheme, passed in November 1579, 
sets out the curriculum, schedule 
of examination and practices to be 

in front of the castle walls, igniting a 
series of events which set off the great 
siege of St Andrews Castle. During the 
course of hostilities the original spire of 
St Salvator’s was first destroyed by fire, 
and then the tower itself was put into 
use as a gun battery for reducing the 
castle to ruins.

The eventual triumph of the Protestant 
reformers in 1560 led to a wholesale 
reorganisation of the University, 
culminating in the ‘New Foundation’ 
of 1579. Under this reform scheme 
St mary’s was designated a college 
for the study of theology only, with a 
staff of five professors each assigned a 
specific area of expertise, be it Hebrew 
grammar or expounding the old 

followed by each college in great detail, 
down to how many hours per day, for 
example, were to be spent by students 
in declamation and composition. other 
‘improvements’ to the running of the 
University certainly reflected the strict 
religious discipline of the time, for 
instance the ruling that all ‘wives, bairns 
and servants of the principals and 
other masters in the university be put 
apart in the city out of the colleges, so 
that women, to an evil and slanderous 
example, have not residence amongst 
the young men students’.

Although the major constitutional 
reforms contained in the New 
Foundation were put into practice, 
it is clear not all of the proposals 
were rigorously adhered to. In 1609 
parliament complained that its previous 
act was ‘almost neglected and come in 
disuse’, and, even though the 1579 act 
was again reissued, in 1621 the estates 
allowed the university to restore the 
original foundations of the colleges on 
the grounds that recent reforms had 
‘bred confusion’. St mary’s was, however, 
allowed to continue as a college of 
divinity.

Thus ended, for the time being, 
state interference in the running of 
the University, leaving the college 
authorities free to undertake a 
significant programme of much-needed 
repairs and enlargement of many of the 
buildings, including the ‘perfecting’ of 
the library where parliament itself was 
to meet in 1645. All sounds optimistic, 
but by 1696 St leonard’s can be found 
petitioning parliament for financial 
aid to prevent its ‘utter ruin’. And so 
began the slow decline of the University 
into the eighteenth century, partly 
due to the end of the town’s role as 
ecclesiastical capital of Scotland and 
also to the increasing concentration 
of overseas trade in Glasgow and 
edinburgh, changes which directly 
benefited the University’s competitors.

Such examples give an idea both of the 
richness of the record itself and also 
the University’s own place in Scotland’s 
parliamentary history. After the briefest 
foray into the parliamentary registers, 
it seems these are links that extend 
beyond the mere name of one of its 
buildings.
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Gluttons, drunks and fools

Dr Nathan MacDonald from the School of Divinity has delved into the Bible to provide 
food for thought on the subject of eating and drinking.
 
In the new study, Dr macDonald has examined some of the rich imagery about food and drink 
in the old Testament. 
 
The research will contribute towards a better appreciation of the lives and ideas of ancient 
Israelites, as well as shedding new light on many parts of the Bible. 
 
Dr macDonald explained, “Using food as a means of national characterisation and ridicule is well 
known. The British label the French frogs, and are called les rosbifs in return. Such insults have a 
long pedigree. 
 
“In the centuries before Jesus, a number of Jewish writers wrote stories which mock the Persians 
for their enormous feasts. The Persian kings and nobles are presented as gluttons, obsessed 

Research highlights 

Light throws a curve ball

Researchers in the School of Physics & Astronomy have made a surprise discovery using light beams that can travel 
around corners. 
 
The academics have developed the concept of moving particles within light 
beams that follow curves rather than go along straight lines, building on their 
work in the area of optical manipulation.  
 
Professor Kishan Dholakia of the School of Physics & Astronomy commented, 
“Physics holds many surprises; our understanding of how light moves and 
behaves is challenged by such beams and it is exciting to see them move into 
the interdisciplinary arena - light has thrown us a curve ball!” 
 
The findings of Joerg Baumgartl, michael mazilu and Kishan Dholakia are 
published in the journal Nature Photonics. 

Trip of a lifetime

One lucky marine biology student at Plymouth University won a trip on a marine survey 
vessel courtesy of the University of St Andrews. 

Nineteen year old Aidan Hetherington obtained a high score in the Whalequest whale survey 
video game developed by Drs David Borchers, Charles Paxton and Professor Steve Buckland in 
the School of mathematics & Statistics, in collaboration with the International Fund for Animal 
Welfare (IFAW) as part of a public engagement of science project. 

The aim of the game was to estimate the number of sperm whales in the fjords of an 
imaginary country. Aidan obtained the high score, and this won him and his brother Jonathan 
a trip on the IFAW boat Song of the Whale studying beaked whales off the coast of madeira.   
Nine runners-up also received an autographed whale poster by renowned marine artist Pieter 
Folkens.  

Aidan during the trip

by their bellies, making stupid decisions whilst drunk. In contrast Jewish heroes such as Daniel, esther and Judith control their 
appetites.”
 
Dr macDonald's book Not Bread Alone: The Uses of Food in the Old Testament is published by oxford University Press. 
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Big step in tiny technology

A crucial step in developing 
minuscule structures with application 
potential in sophisticated sensors, 
catalysis, and nanoelectronics has 
been developed by St Andrews’ 
researchers.

Dr manfred Buck and his team 
at the School of Chemistry have 
accomplished one of the big quests 
in nanotechnology, opening up an 
exciting new development in tiny 
technology.

The St Andrews researchers have 
developed a way of forming an easily 
modified network of molecules over 
a large area - the chemical technique 

Bronze Age building saved from the sea
 

provides an advantageous alternative 
to traditional methods that become 
increasingly cumbersome at the 
ultrasmall length scale.

Dr Buck explained, “We are just at 
the beginning of the exploration of a 
very exciting new area.  ongoing and 
future work will investigate changes 
in the dimensions and geometry of 
the network, where the aim is to get 
exact control over the arrangement 
of molecules, ultimately at the level of 
single molecules.”

The research is published by the journal 
Nature.

A team of archaeologists has saved a Bronze Age building on Shetland from destruction by the sea... by moving it brick 
by brick to a safe new location.

The piece of history on the island of Bressay, dating from between 1500 - 1200 BC, was first discovered during an excavation 
eight years ago.  Concerned that the site was still under threat from coastal erosion, University of St Andrews researcher Tom 
Dawson and Helen Bradley of Archaeology Scotland, launched a campaign to save it earlier this summer.

Tom Dawson, from the University of St Andrews-based SCAPe (Scottish Coastal Archaeology and the Problem of erosion) said, 
“Coastal erosion is threatening thousands of sites around Scotland, and the local group here came up with a novel idea for 
dealing with the problem. Although this approach isn't practical everywhere, it is great to have had the chance to give new life to 
this particular site and make it accessible to future generations, while also learning something new, not just about Cruester, but 
about burnt mounds in general.” 

The launch of the new site will include guided tours and demonstrations of Bronze Age activities. For further information visit: 
www.shorewatch.co.uk/cruester   

A stone is moved to the new location The Bronze Age building on the island of Bressay
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Seals help unlock secrets of the ocean

Elephant seals in the Southern Ocean are helping researchers to gather 
essential data locked beneath the icy seas.

Sensors developed by the University of St Andrews have been employed by 
Antarctic researchers to collect otherwise inaccessible information about the 
climate.

The instrumentation group of the University's Sea mammal Research Unit has 
created small data logging transmitters that can be used to measure the physical 
properties of the ocean through which the seals swim.  

Mystery of young stars near black holes solved
The mystery of how young stars can form within the deep gravity of black holes 
has been solved by StAndrews’ researchers. 

The team of astrophysicists at the Universities of St Andrews and edinburgh 
made the discovery after developing computer simulations of giant clouds of gas 
being sucked into black holes.  The new research may help scientists gain better 
understanding of the origin of stars and supermassive black holes in our Galaxy and 
the Universe. 

Until now, scientists have puzzled over how stars could form around a black hole, 
since molecular clouds - the normal birth places of stars - would be ripped apart by 
the black hole's immense gravitational pull. 

However, the new study by Professor Ian Bonnell (St Andrews) and Dr Ken Rice 
(edinburgh) found that stars appear to form from an elliptical-shaped disc, the 
remnant of a giant gas cloud torn apart as it encounters a black hole. 

The discovery of hundreds of young stars, of high masses and making oval-shaped 
orbits around a black hole three million times more massive than the sun, and at the 
centre of our Galaxy, is described as one of the most exciting recent discoveries in 
astrophysics.

Scientists usually collect data to characterise the ocean using satellite sensing, buoyant floats, and ship expeditions, but winter 
sea ice renders the Southern ocean virtually impermeable to all three. 

This new data collected by the seals has enabled the researchers to follow the yearly rise-and-fall cycle of sea ice production, and 
should help scientists refine computer models of the Southern ocean circulation.

Unravelling breast cancer susceptibility
Scientists at the University's Bute Medical School are 
investigating a vital link between radiation sensitivity and 
breast cancer susceptibility. 

The study sheds new light on a vital enzyme that enables 
cells in our bodies to 'unravel' DNA.  This enzyme allows the 
chromosomes to split into two prior to a cell dividing, and 
could be linked to breast cancer susceptibility. 

Using a model human cell system in which cells are grown in 
cultures in the laboratory, researchers have shown that when 
amounts of the enzyme 'topo-2' are reduced, the cells become 
resistant to low doses of gamma-rays and less damage to their 
chromosomes is observed. 

Dr Peter Bryant of the Bute medical School is heading the 
team.  

The research is published in the British Journal of Cancer and 
is funded by the Breast Cancer Campaign and the Scottish 
Government.

The research has inspired this year’s University Christmas card which is available from 
www.st-andrews.ac.uk/publications/christmascard
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It’s enough to make you blush

From Bollywood to YouTube

An academic at the University of St Andrews is to investigate the ways in which 
non-mainstream film reaches the masses.

Breakthrough in fight against superbugs

St Andrews’ scientists have worked out a key mechanism that protects bacteria 
against stress, in a major discovery that could lead to new ways of killing 
superbugs C difficile and MRSA.

The findings of the two teams led by Professor James Naismith (St Andrews) and 
Professor Ian Booth (Aberdeen), could pave the way for new chemicals to combat 
potentially deadly bugs.  Possible applications could be as basic as cleansing hospital 
equipment and wards or helping to make food safer.

The work is the culmination of structural studies research at St Andrews combined 
with molecular studies at Aberdeen. The two groups have been working together 
for several years, a partnership encouraged by the SUlSA (Scottish Universities life 
Sciences Alliance) initiative of the Scottish Funding Council.

The research is published by the journal Science.

An academic from the School of 
Psychology is to examine a series 
of embarrassing situations in an 
attempt to discover who makes us 
blush. 

Dr Anja eller has received funding 
from the leverhulme Trust to study the 

group dimensions of embarrassment, 
determining whether or not the 
company we're in makes us feel more 
flustered.

The three-year project aims to discover 
whether people experience their own 
and other people's embarrassment 

differently, depending on whether 
they are members of their own group 
or another group.  The team will also 
analyse whether fear of embarrassment 
may lead to people avoiding contact 
or intimacy with those from different 
groups and cultures. 

Professor Dina Iordanova (pictured), St Andrews' first Chair of Film Studies and a 
leading international authority in her field, will receive a prestigious grant from The 
leverhulme Trust to carry out the study Dynamics of World Cinema: Transnational 
Channels of Global Film Circulation.

The innovative project will examine the circulation of global cinema by comparing 
the four main channels: the system of global Hollywood, the international film 
festival circuit, various alternative production centres like Bollywood as well as 
internet-enabled channels such as YouTube. 

The £240,000 grant will allow Professor Iordanova to undertake the pioneering two 
and a half year investigation into the ways film travels nowadays to reach a growing 
and increasingly diverse community of viewers that are interested in getting more 
specific content than the blockbuster playing at the cinema around the corner. 

Professor Stuart Cunningham from Queensland University of Technology in Brisbane, 
a leading specialist in the area of creative industries, is co-investigator on this unique 
and innovative project.  He will spend a month in St Andrews during the second 
phase of the research. Two post-doctoral fellows, one from Hong Kong and the other 
one from New York City, will also join the team set to start work in october. 
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Cool stars over St Andrews
One of the world's largest astronomy meetings came to the UK for the first time this summer when delegates from 26 
countries gathered at the University of St Andrews.

Cool Stars, Stellar Systems, and the Sun, highlighted Scotland and the University of St Andrews as leading centres of international 
science to the worldwide research community.  The StAndard reviews some of the research to hit the headlines this summer.

Life outside planet earth

Combining efforts and resources, researchers in the Scottish Universities Physics Alliance (SUPA) have emerged near the top of 
the international league when it comes to studying the possibility of life outside our home planet.    

Dr Jane Greaves, reader at the University of St Andrews and co-ordinator of the SUPA Astrobiology Initiative, explained what they 
hope to achieve. She said, “Ultimately, we would like to understand how planet earth works and how our civilization came into 
being. It is however the study of other worlds that holds the key for gaining insight into our own.”

The Pole Star comes to life again

The Northern Star, whose vibrations were thought to be dying away, 
appears to have come to life again.

An international team of astronomers has observed that vibrations in the 
Pole star, which had been fading away to almost nothing over the last 
hundred years, have recovered and are now increasing.  

The discovery was announced by Dr Alan Penny during the Cool Stars 
conference.

To read the full news releases visit www.st-andrews.ac.uk/news

New planet discovery announced

The discovery of a new planet around the same size as Jupiter was announced by 
scientists during their visit to St Andrews.

The discovery of the planet, named CoRoT-exo-4b, was made by the european team 
behind the CoRoT space mission.  Slightly larger than the sun, the new planet takes 9.2 
days to orbit its host star, one of the longest orbiting periods of any transiting planet 
ever found. 

St Andrews' astronomer Dr martin Dominik commented, “Within less than 15 years, 
the count of planets orbiting stars other than the sun has risen from none to over 300. 
Some of these detections carried surprises that led to shake-ups of our understanding 
about the way planets form. As the first space-based mission searching for extra-
solar planets, CoRoT has now demonstrated its capability for looking into planet-star 
interactions. “
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Images of Saint Andrew 
by Norman Reid

For a November publication, it seems appropriate to have a St Andrews theme 
for the ‘combing the collections’ slot.  One of the interesting things about 
St Andrew, from the early days of his relationship with the Scottish national 
church in the twelfth century, is the way in which he has been pictorially 
represented.  It is not unusual, of course, to see artistic representations of 
medieval saints with, or on, crosses; but the unusual shape of Andrew’s cross 
has been a consistent subject of comment and enquiry, a fact which makes 
images of him all the more interesting.  There are several theories which might 
account for the association of the ‘decussate’ cross with St Andrew, which space 
does not allow us to examine here, but it does make his imagery distinctive.

It is no surprise, of course, that within the collections here in St Andrews we have 
many images of Andrew, created throughout several centuries.  Although his status 
as ‘the patron saint’ of Scotland (and particularly of the royal house) before the 
mid-thirteenth century must be a matter of some doubt, it is clear that his cult was 
actively pursued in Scotland well before that; for good political reasons it was in the 
interests of the twelfth and thirteenth century Scottish kings to encourage a cult 
which emphasised the distinctiveness of Scotland’s church (and therefore state) from 
england’s.  The dedication of the senior church and bishopric of mediaeval Scotland 
to Andrew, therefore, makes him a regular subject of graphic illustration. Seal of the Priory

Seal of the University The Bishop The burah seal

The earliest image relating to Andrew which we hold is on a 
seal of the priory of St Andrews, attached to a charter of land 
granted by Prior Walter c.1190.   It shows an image of the 
Cathedral and St Rule’s tower flanked on one side by a ‘normal’ 
Christian cross, and on the other by a clear impression of the 
saltire associated with Andrew – surely a reference to the 
dedication of the church to St Andrew.  In some versions of 
this seal it is clear that the saltire is drawn from crossed bones, 
which probably represents the fact that St Andrews was a 
shrine and pilgrimage centre, in possession of physical relics of 
the saint himself. This must be one of the very earliest pictorial 
associations of St Andrew with the symbolic saltire cross.   

later, the Prior’s privy (personal) seals were similar in design, 
and often bore a counter-seal impressed on the back, which 
took the form of an image of Andrew on his cross.

 one of the more interesting depictions of St Andrew appears 
on the mediaeval seal of the University itself (1414-18).  In 
this, Andrew on his cross holds centre stage, surmounted by 
a triple canopy reminiscent of an ecclesiastical rood screen 
bearing the arms of the royal house and the University’s 
founders (Bishop Wardlaw of St Andrews and Peter de luna, 
Pope Benedict XIII).  Below is either a rectorial court or, to 
the left (dexter, in heraldic terminology) a master sitting at a 

Combing the collections
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desk, expounding from a book to a class of students on the 
right (sinister), between whom crouches the bedellus, mace in 
hand.  The seal thus symbolises the academic purpose of the 
institution, as well as the formal, ceremonial aspect; and over it 
watches Andrew, in a true sense its patron.  The legend around 
the seal reads: Sigillum universitatis doctorum magistrorum 
et scolarium Sancti Andree – Seal of the doctors, masters and 
scholars of the University of St Andrew  (note, St Andrew, not 
St Andrews – which was a later affectation).  This positioning 
of Andrew at the very heart of the University’s symbolism 
surely demonstrates the centrality of his position within the 
University and the nation by the early fifteenth century.

It is hardly surprising that the Bishop of St Andrews, the 
premier bishop of Scotland (and, from 1472, Archbishop of the 
metropolitan see), used Andrew as a symbol of his authority.  
like the Prior’s counter seal, the bishop used the complete 
image of Andrew on the cross as the symbol both of his 
authority and of the protection of his flock by a senior apostle.

even in the secular sphere, the ecclesiastical and theological 
imagery abounds.  St Andrews was founded as a burgh by the 
bishop in the twelfth century, its trading privileges confirmed 
by King malcolm IV (1153-65) in a tiny charter which still 
survives within the burgh’s records, held by the University 
library.  The image of Andrew was integral to, and appears on 
the heraldic imagery of, the secular authority as seen on the 
burgh seal of 1381.

Do you have a historical question or challenge for the Special Collections team?
Email us at magazine@st-andrews.ac.uk

Seals, of course, are not the only medium on which St Andrew 
is depicted.  In the library’s manuscript collections we have 
two further very striking images.  In the cartulary of the Priory 
of Pittenweem – a volume written on vellum in the sixteenth 
century to keep copies of the charters and other documents 
recording the Priory’s endowments and business dealings 
- many of the entries are embellished with large, decorated 
initial letters.  on one, an undated charter, the initial ‘U’ takes 
the form of a beautifully drawn image of Andrew on the 
cross.  Pittenweem Priory was founded in the late twelfth or 
early thirteenth century by royal gift of land in Pittenweem to 

monks then existing in a small community on the Isle of may. 
By the early fourteenth century the Priory was a subsidiary 
house of the Priory of St Andrews, and would therefore have 
been dedicated to Andrew.  This image is quite different in 
style, and much finer than the other decorated initials in the 
book, and may have been executed by a different scribe.  or it 
is an enticing thought that perhaps devotion to the subject of 
his drawing made the scribe try just a little harder!

As far as pictures of St Andrew go, the jewel in our crown 
is a piece which we acquired as recently as easter 2008.  It 
is another illuminated initial letter, from a fifteenth century 
French missal, or service book, which sales records show had 
been excised from the manuscript by the late eighteenth 
century.  Stunningly drawn in rich colours, and laid with 
burnished gold, it depicts St Andrew, standing with his cross, 
holding a book.  

The use of Andrean 
imagery continues 
unabated, 
testimony, in 
modern terms, to 
the international 
strength of the
 ‘St Andrews brand’.  
We find it central 
to the library’s 
twentieth century 
bookstamps; it has been used recently within the Friends of 
the University library logo; it takes its place as a ‘supporter’ 
within the University’s new Grant of Arms (2006).  Whether or 
not we still understand the centuries-old significance of the 
association of the saint with the town, the University and the 
nation, it is nonetheless clear that the imagery still maintains 
an important place in our modern sense of identity.
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Field of dreams
Building team spirit at St Andrews

What brings world class football clubs, national rugby squads, school children and a Gladiator to train at the University’s 
playing fields?  The StAndard played ball with Director of Sport & Exercise Stephen Stewart and Fitness & Conditioning 
Manager Allan Gartshore to find out what makes St Andrews so special when it comes to sport.

In fact at the time of meeting with 
The StAndard, the Department were 
already in the midst of arranging 
not one but two Highland games 
as a corporate activity for healthy-
minded organisations.  New Sports 
Development manager Ian Gaunt 
– a former professional football player 
himself – has been developing a 
range of opportunities in sport for 
staff, students and members of the 
local community, engaging with local 
schools and forging links with sports 
development networks.  In his short 
time here he has already run a highly 
successful summer club for children.

meanwhile Allan Gartshore has 
been busy working on a new sports 
conditioning programme for 12-14 year 
olds, a ‘first for St Andrews’.  “It’s really 
about making them move better and 
how to do things like jump and land 

For those football fans among you, it 
won’t have escaped your attention that 
soccer superstars FC Barcelona made a 
return visit to St Andrews this summer 
for their pre-season training camp.

Having praised the University for its 
world-class facilities and town for its 
warm welcome first time round, it came 
as no surprise that the footballing giants 
should make Fife their base again in 
2008.  But will 2009 see a hat-trick for 
St Andrews?  At the time of writing, the 
Department of Sport and exercise had 
just signed a three year deal with sports 
event management company Platinum 
one – the company behind securing 
Barca’s trip.  While the development may 
or may not mean the return of the man 
with the va va voom, Thierry Henri and 
his Catalan team mates, the contract 
sealed the end of a busy summer for 
Stephen Stewart and his colleagues.

We spoke to Stephen and Allan in 
the Director’s office overlooking the 
playing fields and surrounded by sky 
blue painted walls aimed at generating 
positive ‘blue sky thinking’.

“This summer we had a hugely 
successful visit; Barcelona haven’t lost 
a game since, winning games by no 
less than four goals,” notes Stephen.  
“We have secured a deal with Platinum 
one, which will lead to long-term 
relationship building on the success of 
Barcelona’s visit.  Whether we see them 
return for a third time next year remains 
to be seen, but what we do know is that 
there will be big names involved.”

But while the best known names in 
world football are whispered across the 
playing fields, it’s not all about the big 
guns – the Department owe as much 
of their success to their other ‘regulars’ 
who have been coming to use the 

Left-right: Lyndsay Gallacher, Ian Gaunt, Stephen Stewart, 
John Scott, Debby Sargent and Allan Gartshore

University’s facilities for years, more or 
less unnoticed and out of the media 
glare. 

“At the same time as Barcelona were 
here we had Bradford City; we’ve also 
had Queen of the South recently, and 
Dundee United are increasingly using 
our facilities – the players love it over 
here and their new Spanish signing 
Francisco Sandaza was blown away by 
the surroundings during his first visit,” 
commented Stephen.

The Department are also increasingly 
looking to bodies outside the sporting 
world for new business opportunities.  
“We’ve also been working with 
Residential and Business Services to 
create bespoke packages for businesses 
who look for first class sports facilities 
to host, for example, team-building 
events,” Stephen continued.
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properly.  We ran a drop-in session over 
a six-week period this summer and 
it was a huge success - we had some 
fantastic feedback,” he said.

The service is just one of many 
important initiatives being developed 
and made available to the local 
community, and not just aimed at 
the ‘young and healthy’.  Allan is also 
heavily involved in the running of 
another important programme aimed 
at rehabilitating people with angina 
complaints.  The cardiac rehabilitation 
programme, which has been running for 
a few years now, is a specialist service 
aimed at those in the fourth phase of 
rehabilitation.

“People come to us from all over 
Fife but some are also referred from 
Ninewells Hospital in Dundee”, Allan 
explained.  “For twelve weeks we aim to 
get patients through a programme of 
30 minutes continuous cardiovascular 
exercise each day at a moderate 
level of intensity; an intensity that is 
sufficient enough to reduce the risk of a 
secondary event,” he said.

meanwhile, for the talented athletes 
amongst our student body, Performance 
Sport manager Debby Sargent, together 
with the Athletic Union, organised a 
highly successful pre-season session for 

The Department are also reaching out 
into other Scottish universities through 
Scottish Universities Sport. Ian is a 
member of the Physical Activity and 
Health Committee,  AU President Alex 
Cooper is on the Continued Professional 
Development Committee and Stephen 
has been elected on the National 
executive Committee.

“We really examined our key business 
over the summer and had something 
of a restructure,” said Stephen.  With a 
management team of six, twelve full-
time staff and the highest ever number 
of staff taking up membership, Stephen 
has major plans in mind to take sport 
at St Andrews firmly forward in the 
national and international context.

“It’s really about building on the 
strengths we have, but also developing 
our reputation internationally.  By re-
engaging existing relationships and 
building reciprocal arrangements with 
other leading universities and sporting 
bodies,  we could be a really strong 
team on the national and international 
stage,” he said.

Gayle Cook

their performance sports athletes this 
summer.  It was the first time all eighty 
of them got together for a massive 
programme of conditioning the body as 
well as the mind, and involving coaches 
from all across the UK.  As if that wasn’t 
enough, ‘Gladiator’ star Battleaxe (aka 
Shirley Webb) was on hand to deliver 
a motivational talk!  Students on the 
programme are also currently benefiting 
from new software being piloted by 
the University, the first organisation 
anywhere in Scotland to do so . 

Students can log in and enter details 
of their strength and conditioning 
sessions, and also provide information 
within a ‘wellness diary’ -  from what 
they eat to how many hours they sleep 
every day  “This will give the coach all 
the information they need to improve 
the quality of the programme and 
ensure the athletes are training to 
their maximum potential,” Stephen 
commented.

Now that students are back in full 
swing, it is hoped that they will take 
part in the recently invigorated Inter 
Residence Sport Programme. lyndsay 
Gallacher, Programmes and Activities 
manager, has been working with the 
Hall Wardens to really promote this 
developing programme. New events 
are planned and eligibility criteria have 
been reviewed in order to ensure access 
for all.In the gym

Stuart McCall, Bradford City’s 
Manager in St Andrews

Barcelona players in 
training at St Andrews
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Going green
Saving energy – do we do enough of it?  Probably not says Roddy Yarr, Environment and 
Energy Manager.  “People want to do their bit but sometimes they don’t know what they 
can do, or it just seems a little too much bother, or more than likely simply forget.  You 
really could take the bus, but the car is so easy, or you could recycle that plastic bottle, but 
the recycling point is too far round the corner.  Well, maybe the current climate (excuse the 
pun) will make us think a bit harder about how we go about things.” 

For instance, at the University, the energy and water bill is forecast to be around £5.4m for 2008/2009.  To put this into 
perspective, three years ago, it was £1.8m.  The huge jump is to a small degree to do with new developments such as the Arts 
Building, but the vast majority is simply down to the market cost of energy.  It means that some of the money that was available 
to spend on teaching and research and so on is now heading out of the University to the energy companies. even in the home, 
we have all seen our utility bills rise, and most frustratingly, these cost increases are not within our control. It seems then that we 
all need to start thinking and acting on our own behaviours as well as making the facilities that we use at the University and at 
home more energy and resource efficient.
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In order to turn this situation around, 
the University is spearheading a number 
of new initiatives to convert us or at 
least make us aware of the need to act 
now. People who really mean to be 
green, but don’t quite make it. or, who 
more likely, forget to be.

First up is the Salix energy Fund that 
the University has joined as part of 
its Carbon management Programme.  
Using the fund, the University is 
investing £1m in a range of simple 
to complex capital energy efficiency 
measures that will generate energy 
savings that are then ploughed back 
into the pot.  Roddy explains that the 
fund is one part of our approach to 
reducing carbon.  He says, “We are 
trying to first of all put our ‘house in 
order, so to speak, and the fund helps 
us to do this.  It is managed by estates 
and is for simple things like draught-
proofing and insulation, but it also 
enables us to replace inefficient boilers 
and their controls with better ones.  The 
fund is really making it possible to make 
changes for the better, so we encourage 
staff who can see where there is energy 
being wasted to come forward and 
get in touch, as we don’t have all the 
answers”. 

However, some problems have simpler 
solutions than others. 

Roddy explained, “lots of staff forget 
to switch their monitor off when they 
go to a meeting, or leave their lights on 
when they pop out for a sandwich. It 
might seem harmless but, if hundreds of 
others do the same, the energy wastage 
is staggering. We’re asking staff to back 
our efforts and, in short, “switch it off if 
you aren’t using it and it is safe to do so 
of course”. 

Similarly, for lighting, “”We’re gradually 
replacing a lot of lighting systems within 
the University but, in the meantime, 
staff should make use of natural 
daylight as much as possible and switch 
lights off when they are the last to leave 
a room. Contrary to opinion, switching 
lights on and off does NoT use more 

energy than leaving them on. Also, 
make sure that you switch off any lights 
before you go home in the evening”.  

Students also have a crucial role to play 
in reducing the University’s carbon 
footprint, and helping maintain its 
improving green record.

Roddy and the team, together with 
Residential and Business Services, are 
encouraging students to adopt green 
behaviour by offering incentives for 
conserving energy.

David Stutchfield, energy officer 
commented, “The University has run an 
inter-hall energy saving competition 
for students. We’re basically urging 
them to reduce the amount of the 
energy they use by not leaving lights 
on unnecessarily, computers and 
televisions on standby, mobile phone 
chargers switched on etc - and we’re 
offering attractive cash prizes in return”.
What’s more, the scheme seems to be 
working, as the whole scheme has saved 
66 tonnes of Co2 over the last two years. 
This scheme is being mirrored – albeit 
without the competitive element and 
rewards – in the University’s kitchens, 
where staff are trained and encouraged 
to keep a close eye on energy wastage 
and turning off appliances when 
they are not in use. Food waste is also 
being converted into compost for the 
University’s grounds.

Those who require transport to do their 
jobs are also playing their part.

The University has switched its Grounds 
vehicles onto biodiesel and estates is 
looking at alternative fuels for the rest of 
its fleet.   This includes electric and low 
emission diesel engines. 

As Susan Horsman, environment officer 
adds, “estates has invested in an electric 
bicycle that is used by a number of the 
staff and we are also slowly building up 
a bank of bikes for use by staff across 
the University”.  In fact, vegetable oil 
waste from halls of residence is being 
considered for conversion into bio-

diesel.  The Parking Wardens are doing 
their bit to help us to manage our 
parking areas for those who do need 
to drive but, as Susan explains, “We are 
working hard to provide alternatives for 
staff and students to improve transport 
options.  The types of fuel used, the 
option to cycle and the work that we are 
doing with Fife Council and Stagecoach 
to provide better public transport will 
help us deliver the University’s Travel 
Plan”. 

As for the bigger picture, the University 
is pushing ahead with community 
consultation and a scoping study 
into the use of Kenly Farm as a site for 
some wind turbines.  In fact, the work 
has got to the stage where a planning 
application will be submitted for a 
temporary wind monitoring mast to 
fully assess the nature of the wind 
resource.  Roddy explains further, “the 
wind monitoring mast will help us to 
accurately assess the wind asset and 
from there we hope to work with the 
local community to develop a suitable 
wind development that generates 
electricity but that also provides some 
form of revenue straight into the local 
villages and homes in the area”.
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Investing for a Sustainable Future
Serious about sustainability? The Quaestor, Derek Watson, 
explains why he’s just put £25 million of the University’s money 
where its mouth is…..
The University takes issues surrounding global sustainability very seriously.  As 
a University it is our role to generate the ideas through research which will help 
to sustain and enhance the global environment and society, communicate these 
through teaching and knowledge transfer and put into action this understanding 
through our actions.  

You will all be aware of our extensive programme of recycling waste, and our efforts 
to reduce the level of consumption of energy and water through persuading staff to 
moderate actions and through investment in resource efficient infrastructure.

Investment process overview

The University also however is now actively trying to use the investment of its modest endowment funds as a driver of positive 
behaviour and to discourage behaviour which does not support sustainability.

last year we completed development of a Sustainable and Socially Responsible Investment Strategy.  This strategy had been 
drawn together with the assistance of students and colleagues across many Schools and Units.  Having developed the Strategy, 
the University needed to find an investment manager to help us achieve twin goals :

• Delivery of financial returns to meet the expectations of donors and provision of funding for Scholarships and Bursaries.
• The promotion of positive sustainable behaviours and the discouragement of bad behaviours through our investment 

decisions and through engagement with companies.

After much consideration over the summer months we have placed the majority of our endowment Funds with Aviva Investors.
We believe that Aviva Investors can deliver on these twin goals for the University.  Aviva will also engage with companies on 
sustainability issues using the many billions of pounds worth of funds that they control and not just the £25 million or so of 
University endowment Funding that they manage.  In signing up with Aviva Investors we have accepted the investment process 
which they have developed.  This process is outlined in the chart shown but can be summarised as:-

Stage 1 – A sustainability and value matrix are applied to all global listed stocks.  This matrix effectively removes all stocks where 
the management of those companies is not rated well or where the activities of such companies are inherently unsustainable.  
It also removes all companies where the managers do not believe that it would be a sensible investment decision.  This filter 
produces a list of attractive ideas which equates to around of        Global listed Stocks.  

Stage 2 – These attractive ideas are then run alongside a Thematic Review (climate change, quality of life, sustainable 
consumption and governance and risk management) to refine the attractive ideas into what are regarded as best ideas.  At this 
point Aviva move to stock selection and portfolio construction, taking into account the University’s particular sustainability 
criteria to construct a portfolio of around 60-80 companies which they would then monitor and engage on a range of issues.  

O
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Top Environmental Tips 

1. Turn off lights when you leave the room 

2. Turn off appliances when they are not being used  

3. Refill your drinking bottle rather than buying bottled water 

4. Plan your cooking – turn kitchen appliances off when they are not 
needed 

5. Turn off the radiator before opening the window 

6. Reduce your car journeys – for short journeys, try walking or cycling 
instead 

7. Think before you buy – try to buy less, and buy products that will 
last longer.

The University believes that through 
this engagement, that companies will 
be persuaded to take sustainable issues 
seriously – furthering this agenda 
significantly, and also enhancing the 
long term financial performance of 
those companies and their return on 
our investment.  

While the engagement with Aviva 
with companies is a critical benefit in 
their process, the University has also 
been keen to provide a platform for all 
members of the University community 
(staff, students, alumni and others) 
to have a platform to contribute to 
this engagement.  Consequently we 
will establish a forum which will meet 

annually, in march or April each year.  
This forum will receive information from 
Aviva on their activities and the issues 
which they are developing and will 
also provide the University community 
with an opportunity to raise issues 
with Aviva and ask them to take these 
issues forward in engaging with the 
commercial world.

This is an initiative that is hoped will 
give us all a voice.  I would hope that 
many of you will come along to this 
forum, hear what issues are being 
developed with our involvement and 
highlight areas of your concern for 
others to take forward on our behalf.  
We will announce details of this forum 

in due course, but if you have any issues 
which you would like to see raised or 
wish to get involved in actively driving 
this agenda I’d like to hear from you on 
quaestor@st-andrews.ac.uk

Some would argue that sustainability is 
the most significant challenge that this 
generation faces.  The University takes 
this very seriously and we know that 
much of our community does too.  This 
is an opportunity for you to get involved 
in shaping this agenda and I look 
forward to hearing from you.

 

St Andrews: “the Greenest University in Scotland”
St Andrews is officially the greenest and most sustainable university in Scotland, and the 
twelfth best in the UK, according to People and Planet’s Green League of Universities, which 
was published in July. 

Universities were graded on everything from energy efficiency to Fairtrade status. St Andrews was praised as excellent on a 
number of criteria, including its environment policy, ethical investment and Fairtrade status. For further information visit:
www.peopleandplanet.org/gogreen/greenleague2008 

our recycling rate, which hit 59% last year, also received high praise. This reflects a number of schemes introduced recently to 
divert waste from landfill. one of the notable successes of the past year has been the introduction of a composting scheme for 
fruit and vegetable waste. This waste is collected from catered halls, and composted on site in the University’s brand new in-
vessel composter. With fantastic support from the environmental supremos and all of the kitchen staff, this has been a roaring 
success, with 4.2 tonnes of food waste composted during the first six months of operation. The end product is being used on the 
University grounds. 

Another recently introduced scheme collected the students’ end of term waste and donated it to local charities. In this pilot year, 
4.8 tonnes of waste were diverted from landfill and sold to raise money for good causes. 

The Interhall energy Competition 
continued to save energy in its second 
year, with St Salvator’s (the winning hall) 
showing energy savings of 33%. overall, 
20.5 tonnes of carbon dioxide were 
saved this year during the course of the 
competition. 
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How green are we?

Bad news   –  If you put all our landfill 
   waste from 2007-2008 in    

  wheelie bins, they would    
  stretch halfway to New York.

  –  The weight of our waste    
  in 2007-2008 was the equivalent   
  of 107 elephants.

Good News  –  The weight of our recycled waste   
  in 2007-2008 was the equivalent of 

   154 elephants.

   –  every five minutes, we recycled 100
   litres of  waste in 2007-2008.

   –  Since march, we have reused 
   179 items of furniture.

We are spending £590 per hour on 
gas and electricity but £73 per hour

 on energy saving measures.
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St Andrews a cut above the rest
The University is currently working towards a target of reducing its carbon dioxide emissions by 31,000 tonnes by 2012. 
This equates to a saving of £500K based on the energy prices forecast for 2012. 
 
The Carbon Trust's programme is designed to help organisations 
develop a targeted framework to deliver carbon reduction practices 
by establishing their current baseline emissions, assessing the risks 
and opportunities posed by climate change, and developing a robust 
strategy to reduce carbon footprints over a five to ten year period.  
 
Roddy Yarr, the University's environment and energy manager said, 
"The Carbon Trust's Carbon management scheme has helped the 
University get a better understanding of where its carbon emissions are 
generated.    
 
"By getting a good cross-section of participants involved from students, 
academic and support staff, we are now better able to roll out the 
actions that we think are necessary to reduce our carbon footprint." 
 
launched in 2003, the Carbon Trust's Carbon management Programme 
is designed to deliver improved energy management of buildings, 
vehicle fleets, street lighting and landfill sites. The programme is 

Representatives from the Carbon Trust with the 
University’s environment team and apprentices

supported by a bespoke toolkit - a web based manual that gives detailed guidance on the programme's process and technical 
advice. It also facilitates the sharing of best practice between participants, enabling them to learn from each other's experience, 
thereby optimising results.  
  

25 year old message in a bottle reunited with its owner
As an eleven year old boy in 1985, Donald Wylie tossed a bottle into the Orkney sea, with a 
message asking its finder to track him down.   

was found by mary Stevens, a mature 
student at the University and member 
of staff at elT (english language 
Teaching).  It is hoped that the beach 
clean will become a bi-annual event, 
with the second held at the beginning 
of this month. 

Almost a quarter of a century later, 
Donald was reunited with the bottle 
which eventually washed up hundreds 
of miles away on the West Sands in 
St Andrews. 

The message in a bottle was the star 
find among debris collected by a team 
of keen eco-volunteers taking part in 
a community beach clean over the 
summer.  The group, which included 
students and staff from the University of 
St Andrews, were startled to find a 
message despatched to sea twenty-
three years ago. 

Almost sixty volunteers took part in the 
beach cleanup which filled 77 black 
bags of debris including nine pieces 
of wood, five litres of diesel in a plastic 
bottle, two fish crates, one barrel and 
a single Wellington boot.  The bottle 
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Printing in Fife
By Rachel Hart, Special Collections.

2008 sees the celebration of 500 years 
of printing in Scotland. on 4 April 1508 
edinburgh merchant Walter Chepman 
and bookseller Andrew myllar produced 
the earliest surviving dated book 
printed in Scotland: The Complaint of 
the Black Knight by John lydgate. The 
only known copy of this work is held 
by the National library of Scotland. 
There have been many different events, 
exhibitions, conferences and workshops 
held throughout the country during 
the year. These have been co-ordinated 
by the National library of Scotland, the 
Scottish Printing Archival Trust and the 
Scottish Print employers Federation. 
As part of the commemoration of this 
anniversary, the Special Collections 
Department of the University of 
St Andrews library is mounting a major 
exhibition on Printing in Fife which will 
run until the end of the year.

We have tried to ensure that there is 
the widest possible interpretation of 
printing on show: we have rare and 
precious examples of early printing as 
well as modern examples produced 
using traditional methods. We are 
showing a specially commissioned 
short film of a local printer operating a 
small private press in Fife to document 
the printing process. This film will be 
on display alongside the tools of the 
trade which are used in the film, so 
you’ll be able to see a chaise, quoins, 
key, composition stick, type and leading 
and proofs. In addition, the rules of 
imposition and the mysteries of the 
formation of a folio, quarto, octavo or 
even duodecimo book will be explained 
and illustrated. The more familiar fonts, 
spacing, proofing and colour printing of 
the modern ‘printing’ process will also 
be highlighted.

St Andrews played a very significant 
role in the early history of printing since 
the town was the first place in Scotland 
to which printing spread outside the 
capital. The Catechisme of Archbishop 
John Hamilton (1511-1571) was the first 
book printed in St Andrews, produced 
by John Scot under the imprint ‘prentit 
at sanct Androus’ in 1552. This volume, 
together with other early examples 
of St Andrews printing and the first 

book printed 
in Kirkcaldy 
(1794), will be 
on display in 
the exhibition.

There is a 
wider focus 
to the display 
than just 
St Andrews, 
however. We 
aim to tell 
the story of 
printing throughout Fife and we focus 
on two local printing companies: the 
Tullis Press of Cupar and the Pitsligo 
Press of Burntisland.

Robert Tullis (1775-1831) moved 
to Cupar in 1797 and founded the 
company of R Tullis & Company 
initially as a bookshop and bindery. 
In 1801 he acquired a printing press 
and established the Tullis Press 
which succeeded in capturing the 
commercial printing market in Fife 
and its surrounding area and, between 
1803 and 1849, published more than 
two hundred books. He was appointed 
printer to the University of St Andrews 
by 1808. In 1809 he added to the 
company the Auchmuty paper mill in 
markinch, becoming one of the earliest 
paper manufacturers in Scotland, and in 
1822 began publishing the newspaper 
later known as the Fife Herald. We 
feature interesting examples from the 
great range of Tullis Press books, from 
classical texts and novels to local poetry 
and newspapers.

The Pitsligo Press of Burntisland was 
a small private press which flourished 
between 1852 and 1875. It focused 
largely on theological works and 
was founded and run by George 
Hay Forbes, minister of the Scottish 
episcopal Church in the town. The works 
produced by the press contain superb 
examples of the intricate techniques of 
printing, with extensive use of different 
and unusual founts of type. They also 
show the care and attention to detail 
required in the process of editing and 
proof-reading. The books are supported 
by manuscript items taken from the 

papers of George Hay Forbes which, 
along with his library, are held by the 
Special Collections Department. 

We tell the story of the creation of a 
series of volumes of topographical 
views of Fife by Thomas Rodger, well 
known ninteenth century 
St Andrews photographer, which 
feature lithographic views. There is 
a rare opportunity to compare true 
photographs with lithographs, since we 
have found original photographs within 
the library’s photographic archive which 
are placed alongside lithographs in the 
exhibition. 

The case on newspaper printing 
includes a copy of an early Scottish 
newspaper, as well as examples of the 
first Fife newspapers: the Fife Herald 
and Fifeshire Journal. The Pittenweem 
Register of 1847, east of Fife Record 
of 1857 and St Andrews Citizen also 
make an appearance, covering topics 
including the Tay Bridge disaster, the 
funeral of Queen Victoria and the 
Second World War.

Finally , there are lots of other printed 
items that have been gathered from the 
riches of the manuscript and printed 
collections of the library. There are 
wonderful bill heads, posters, public 
notices, playbills and receipts which 
show the variety of uses to which 
printing has been put during the past 
centuries in Fife. We hope you will visit 
to see the exhibition for yourself.

The Printing in Fife exhibition will 
be held at the Gateway Galleries 

until 18th December 2008.
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Academia and Industry
The University of St Andrews is home to a variety of expertise and 
technologies which are sometimes ‘discovered’ by industry or promoted 
by individuals and not put to use in commercial situations. Over the last 
couple of years a new approach to the process of bridging the gap between 
academia and industry has been evolving over at the East Sands. Here, SMRU 
Ltd provide an outline for The StAndard on their activities, achievements and 
plans, as well as suggestions of how other University departments might be 
able to get involved.

SmRU ltd was formed in 2006 by Professor Ian Boyd, the Director of the Sea 
mammal Research Unit, in order to build on previous activity by the Unit’s staff 
providing advice to marine renewable energy developers and the defence 
industry.

The commercial work staff in SmRU were initially involved in making use of the Unit’s innovative seal tagging instruments, 
alongside other marine mammal surveys, to provide estimates of how seals, dolphins and whales use our coasts and respond to 
human activity.  This was used in the environmental Impact Assessment process supporting the deployment of marine Current 
Turbines’ latest tidal renewable energy device in the Strangford lough Narrows in Northern Ireland.  

The eIA work is run through SmRU ltd for project management and further scientific input alongside key staff from the University 
and, as a result of the combined input, the tidal turbine was successfully installed earlier this year.  It is currently undergoing the 
testing required to demonstrate full commercial potential, and is also linked to the local grid providing capacity for powering up 
to 1000 homes.  

Since the Strangford lough project, SmRU ltd has expanded its capacity to provide marine ecological services relevant to all 
offshore and coastal developers and they now employ nine full-time staff plus part time and sub-contractors.  In addition to this 
SmRU ltd subcontract up to 10% of academic time to support projects.

Recent projects include the development of underwater sonar to provide visualisation and mitigation tools for marine mammals, 
and advice to the Scottish Government on marine Protected Areas in Scottish waters.  The team is also providing field work and 
data analysis services to the US government on research into potential impacts of military sonar on whales. SmRU ltd are the 
custodians of environmental mitigation software and procedures that are used by the offshore oil and gas industry, the Royal 
Navy and are being trialled by the US Navy.

SmRU ltd is completely owned by the University, but is run by a Board that includes three University staff members (Ian 
Robertson, Ian Boyd and Derek Watson) alongside two independent directors (moya Crawford and Douglas mundie). Douglas 
recently took up the task of leading SmRU ltd as it continues to develop from a small start-up organisation to a more established 
provider of marine environmental research and advisory services.  In order to help with commercialisation activities SmRU ltd 
recently secured over £800K in public funding through the Public Sector Research exploitation fund.  As well as assisting with 
maintaining charitable status, SmRU ltd returns its profits to the University.

This financial support, provided by the Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills, has enabled SmRU ltd to employ 
dedicated business development staff, to set up project management and contracting structures, and will also help fund the 
development of an internet based data gateway through which marine mammals data will be provided to potential industry 
clients.  

SmRU ltd has ambitious growth plans, and is keen to make the most of other areas of expertise within the University that relate 
to marine environmental research and advice.  The professional client-facing approach combined with in-house scientific and 
project management staff has enabled SmRU ltd to secure and retain new commercial customers that might not normally 
consider approaching academia for advice.  

Their ability to dedicate business development activities to exploring markets and identifying potential customers makes them 
an excellent conduit for commercialisation activities.

If you would like to find out more about SMRU Ltd take a look at the website (www.smru.co.uk) 
or contact Rachel Bowes, Business & Markets Specialist at rmb@smru.co.uk Tel 01334 479100.
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High fives and a double 
first bring chart topping 
league table results
It’s been a year of high fives all round for the University with excellent league table results culminating this autumn with 
the news that the University had achieved a double first by being awarded both the national number five spot in the 
Sunday Times University Guide as well as the paper’s prestigious title of Scottish University of the Year.    

University’s new website 

By Web Manager, Dr Stephen Evans.
The University website was given a makeover at the start of September.  The 
changes to the visual design were made in response to extensive consultation 
with staff and students to make the website even easier to use.  Information is 
found in the same place as before – it is the visual design that has been enhanced. 

In addition, we needed to create spaces on the website where we could provide 
better information for different audiences.  For example, on the Current Staff home 
page we now have "feature tabs" that we can use to provide information that is 
particularly relevant to staff.  We also have a calendar in the top-right corner that 
clearly tells you where you are in the academic calendar, e.g. Week 2 of Semester 1.  

lining up the headings of the main categories on the home page make the links 
clearer, while the news, events and announcements are grouped together on a 
dark grey background that makes the text easier to read. Small touches that 
overall make a big improvement to the "look and feel" of the website.  

The response to the new design has been very positive.  For more information about the redesign please see 
www.st-andrews.ac.uk/newdesign/ or contact the University Web manager, Dr Stephen evans (sde1).

By creeping up from sixth to fifth 
place, with only Cambridge, oxford, 
Imperial College, london, and the 
london School of economics ahead, the 
University of St Andrews became the 
first Scottish university to make it into 
the UK top five in the 11 year history of 
the guide. 

The result also means that the 
University is now the third highest 
ranked multi-faculty institution behind 
oxford and Cambridge with the Sunday 
Times stating in the guide that the result 
made St Andrews “ the main rival in the 
UK to oxford and Cambridge” offering 
its students “everything they could want 
and a lot more besides.”

It is the second time in three years that 
the University has received the Scottish 

University of the Year award and the third 
time we have been singled out by the 
Guide, having been awarded the UK 
University of the Year title in 2002.

The Sunday Times University Guide 
rankings followed a highly successful 
run of league table results this year 
with the University also coming top in 
Scotland and among the top five UK 
institutions in the 2008 guides produced 
by The Times and The Guardian.

Collectively these rankings also 
consolidate the University’s reputation 
as Scotland’s first university in every 
sense, coming on top of consistent 
appearances in recent years in the UK 
top ten for research and teaching in 
mainstream league tables. 

Close on the heels of the news of the 
University’s best results in the Sunday 
Times came the announcement that 
the University of St Andrews had been 
named joint third university in the UK 
(alongside Cambridge) in the National 
Student Survey 2008  
(www.thestudentsurvey.com)  

Principal Brian lang expressed his 
pleasure and thanks to all staff in an 
email which stated, “Whether you work 
in the service units which support our 
academic staff and students or in front 
line teaching and research, every one 
of you can be proud of the part you 
have played in this sustained and strong 
performance.” 

Marion Gibson
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£1.4 million for cancer research at St Andrews

First students on trailblazing 
medical programme
Twelve overseas students from as far afield 
as Singapore, malaysia, Japan, Saudi Arabia, 
Taiwan and Hong Kong, who are taking the 
new International Foundation for medicine 
programme at the University of St Andrews, 
were officially welcomed by the Dean of 
medicine last month. 

The programme, solely for overseas 
students and believed to be the first of its 
kind in the UK, is being provided by the 
University's english language Teaching 
Centre in conjunction with the School of 
medicine.

Does God interact with his suffering world?

Is it possible to keep the faith in a world of suffering?  A leading physicist turned 
priest posed this challenging question at a public event in St Andrews during 
october.

The Reverend Dr John Polkinghorne spoke at the University as part of an innovative 
series of public lectures that brings the world's outstanding figures in the science-
religion field to St Andrews. 

Professor Polkinghorne was uniquely qualified to comment on both subjects as a top 
particle physicist and ordained priest - in 1979 he resigned his Cambridge University 
professorship to train as an Anglican priest. 

Professor eric Priest, a mathematician at the University, alongside Divinity’s Alan 
Torrance is a co-organiser of the James Gregory public lecture series in Science and 
Religion, now in its second year.  He said, "To many people the material world of 
physics does not provide the whole answer to what it means to be human, since 
there are also the worlds of mathematics, consciousness and religion.  Shedding 

News round-up

Research into improving the survival 
chances of cancer patients by academics 
at the University of St Andrews is to 
receive a £1.4 million funding boost.

The money will be used over the 
next five years to develop imaging 
technology to improve cancer 
detection. 

The imaging of cancer is an essential 
part of cancer diagnosis as it can help 
doctors to identify exactly where the 
cancer has spread and decide whether 

surgery, radiotherapy or drugs will be 
more effective.

Professor Simon Herrington, lead 
scientist for the University of 
St Andrews' cancer imaging programme 
grant said, "We're delighted to have 
been awarded this grant to further 
our research in cancer imaging.  
Investigation in this important area 
is vital for improving many aspects 
of a cancer patient's journey - from 
detection to treatment."

light on the ways in which these worlds 
interact and complement one another is 
therefore an important task."

The next lecture in the series will be 
delivered by John Haughton on 19 
February 2009.

For further information visit 
www.jamesgregory.org    
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Ambassador Aragona delivers public lecture to 
staff and students

The Italian Ambassador to the UK gave a public lecture at the 
University of St Andrews last month, during a visit to strengthen 
links with the University which has one of the top departments of 
Italian in the UK. 

His excellency Giancarlo Aragona was making this second visit to 
the University as part of a series of political, economic and cultural 
engagements in Scotland.

During the visit the ambassador met senior University officials, 
teaching staff and students before delivering the lecture entitled 
`Italian Foreign Policy: european Security and Transatlantic 
Relations, which was chaired by the Principal Dr Brian lang.

The Ambassador's visit to St Andrews was hosted by the 
Department of Italian, part of the School of modern languages, 
and by the School of International Relations.

Capitalising on Scotland’s Creative Industries

A collaborative creative initiative spearheaded by the University of St Andrews has 
won a major funding award of £1.5 million. The Institute for Capitalising on Creativity, 
a consortium of four Scottish universities, has been awarded a major grant to 
conduct research in the Creative Industries. 

Scotland's centre for research and teaching in the creative industries, the ICC is to 
receive the £1.5 million grant from the UK's economic and Social Research Council 
(eSRC) to enhance industry-relevant research. 

Young scientists investigate rare Icelandic whale sighting

Students on a marine mammal field course in Iceland have been playing an 
important role in a rare sighting of the bottlenose whale in the country.

environmental and marine biology students from the University of St Andrews 
were involved in a sighting that is being compared to the Thames whale episode 
of 2006, except on this occasion there were up to four whales being observed.  

The fourteen students were on the first international field course of its kind - a 
collaboration between St Andrews and the University of Iceland - and it is hoped 
that their observations will help locals understand better why the whales ended 
up in a narrow fjord in eyjafjördur. 

The work has attracted additional funding from the IFAW (International Fund for Animal Welfare) and the town of Akureyri.

one of only four to be awarded in the UK, and the sole grant to focus on the Creative Industries, the award is given under the 
eSRC's Capacity Building in Business Research and engagement Scheme. 

Institute Director, Professor Barbara Townley, said, "The Institute is delighted with the success of the grant.  Its award is a 
testament to the strength of the Creative Industries in Scotland. 

"The grant will enable us to build on this acknowledged area of excellence, and by engaging in industry-led research, help us 
build knowledge to help strengthen this sector for the future."

For further details please contact coca@st-andrews.ac.uk or visit the website:- www.st-andrews.ac.uk/icc/  
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Students celebrate Vettriano sale
 

A range of local, national and 
international charities supported by 
students at the University of St Andrews 
are set to benefit from the sale of a rare 
sketch by Fife artist Jack Vettriano.  
 

The retrospective sketch of The 
Singing Butler - Vettriano's most iconic 
painting - was sold to a private UK 
buyer for £32,000 at the Sotheby's 
sale at Gleneagles.  The addition of a 
buyer's premium by Sotheby's took the 
total sale price to £39,650, although 
the University of St Andrews Student 
Charities Campaign which put the work 
up for auction will receive the hammer 
price of £32,000. 
 

The sketch, completed by Vettriano 
during a short master class he gave 
to St Andrews students in 2003, had 
previously been valued at £20,000. 
The artist and the University Principal 
Dr Brian lang agreed the work should 
be gifted to the student charity effort 
which last year raised a record £160,000.   
 

Charities which will benefit from the 
sale include Unicef, Breast Cancer 
Campaign, Refuge, Joy to the World, 
Chest Heart and Stroke Association and 
Alzheimer's Scotland.

New home for international relations at St Andrews officially opened. 
 
The new £8 million home to experts in international security, terrorism and 
peace studies at the University of St Andrews was opened in August by the US 
ambassador to the UK.
 

The Honorable Robert Tuttle officially opened the Arts Building, a modern new 
build occupied by the University's School of International Relations and five 
prestigious research centres.
 

Ambassador Tuttle, accompanied by his wife maria and ms lisa Vickers, Principal 
officer in the US Consulate in edinburgh, unveiled a plaque in the foyer to mark 
the official opening of the purpose-built new building.  
 

During his opening speech, Ambassador Tuttle said, "It is an honour to have 

The future of the Eden Estuary
A team of St Andrews researchers is to play a key role in the conservation of the eden estuary, 
addressing problems of coastal erosion and habitat maintenance. 
 

Consultations have begun in order to determine the best course of action for the local eden estuary 
- an important site for flora and fauna.   
 

Currently, the estuary supports feeding waterfowl and migrating birds, a nationally important 
breeding colony of common seals (Phoca vitulina), an extensive dune system and areas of 
increasingly threatened salt-marsh.
 

Although engineering structures have already been put in place around the estuary in order to protect places of high economic 
value such as the links Trust golf courses, and the runway of RAF leuchars, these defences are unlikely to be able to withstand 
further erosive forces from the sea without further maintenance.   
 

The St Andrews' researchers, based in the Sediment ecology Research Group: environmental Services (SeRG:eS) unit at the Gatty 
marine laboratory, have become involved with the Advisory Group of the eden estuary local Nature Reserve (eelNR).

been invited to open and dedicate this building.  There is a long list of disciplines associated with this important building.  It is 
fascinating to note, for example, that the Centre for the Study of Terrorism and Political Violence will co-exist with the Centre of 
Peace and Conflict studies, providing hope for us all.” 
 

University Principal and Vice-Chancellor Dr Brian lang said, "St Andrews is a leader in the study of those subjects housed within 
this impressive new building.  It is fitting that the staff and students involved should have an appropriate home, but the building 
being opened today also helps to demonstrate the international role that is played by the University of St Andrews.  We are 
pleased to be an institution that projects Scotland onto the world stage."
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Young artists inspired by secret garden
A papier mâché squirrel, a hand 
felted bumble bee and a delicate ink 
drawing of a lily were amongst the 
winning entries in the 2008 MUSA 
Young Artist Award, an annual art 
contest run by the University of 
St Andrews.

over 400 budding artists were inspired 
by the St Andrews Botanic Garden 
to enter the competition that was 
launched last year by the University of 
St Andrews.

The theme for the 2008 competition 
was The Garden of Secrets.  The 
University teamed up with St Andrews 
Botanic Garden and challenged the 
children to create a 2D or 3D artwork 
inspired by any aspect of life in the 
garden.  

A total of 427 entries were submitted 
and 650 pupils from schools across Fife 
took part in educational workshops - 
nearly double the number who 
participated last year.

The competition, which is sponsored by the Vettriano Trust, 
aims to recognise and support creativity in schools, and to 
promote learning, using the University's historic collections 
as a starting point.

The panel of judges, which included Frieda morrison of Radio 
BBC Scotland's Beechgrove Potting Shed, were impressed with 
the quality and originality of the entries and awarded Special 
merits to 11 pupils.  

Winning entries are displayed in the Gateway Galleries, North 
Haugh, St Andrews until the end of November. 

events in the tent
Lara Meischke and Ian Mathews tell The StAndard how the School of Biology 
have been taking science out into the community.

 'The Biology of the Rocky Shore' took place during Burntisland Civic Week, with help 
from Christopher Andrews from the Centre for ecology and Hydrology.

Visitors were able to get up close and personal to a  wide range of marine creatures 
displayed in tanks and boxes, under the microscope. 

lara said, “We were able to display a live jellyfish which was quite a draw since not 
many people have seen one so close.” 

'Young scientists’ corner: What's in your compost heap?' was organised as part of 
St Andrews Hidden Gardens event by the St Andrews Preservation Trust. 
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Visitors were given equipment to go and collect 
their own insects from a very 'wild' garden on South 
Street.  These were then displayed, often under the 
microscope so that all visitors can get a look at the 
creepy crawlies living in their gardens.  

The usual suspects included woodlice, ants, centipedes, 
millepedes, worms, slug and snails.  A more unusual 
find was the Psuedoscorpion, or scorpion mite.  At only 
a few millimetres long, the formidable claws of the psuedoscorpion were clearly visible under the microscope.   

The event will continue to run on an annual basis in conjunction with the Hidden Gardens event.

If you would like 
more information 
about the 2008 
competition or if 
you are interested 
in entering next 
year please visit: 
www.st-andrews.
ac.uk/museum/art-
competition/ 
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MUSA – the Museum of the University of St Andrews – 
opened its doors to the public this October. The museum, 
which is situated in a restored and extended coach-house 
on the Scores, aims to tell the story of Scotland’s oldest 
University through the display of artefacts and artworks 
collected over almost 600 years.
 

The museum Collections Unit secured £449,000 from the 
Heritage lottery Fund to allow the University to preserve and 
display some of its oldest and most significant collections.   
Further funds from the University and from a range of other 
charitable bodies and private donations have allowed the 
University to reach its fundraising goal.
 

mUSA houses four galleries, an education centre (called the 
learning loft) and a terrace with panoramic views over 
St Andrews Bay.  The creation of this central museum facility 
will allow artefacts and specimens from all of the University’s 
eight Registered collections to be displayed together in 
one place for the first time. mUSA complements the current 
displays and temporary exhibition space in the Gateway 
Building and the zoological displays of the Bell Pettigrew 
museum.

Artefacts on permanent public display in mUSA include the 
University’s three mediaeval maces, which were previously 
only seen during graduation ceremonies.  other items include 
the Thomas Chalmers window from St Salvator’s College 
Chapel, college silver, rare books and early documents on 
loan from the University’s Special Collections department, an 

oil painting by Scottish Colourist Samuel Peploe, and a set of 
70 silver archery medals won by famous students between 
1618 and the 1750s. A wide range of interactive displays in the 
galleries will encourage visitors, including families, to discover 
the collections for themselves.

The University will shortly be launching a five-year learning 
and access programme which aims to encourage new 
audiences (especially primary and secondary school groups, 
local community groups, lifelong learners and audiences 
from across Fife) to visit the new museum and participate in 
specially designed activities such as object handling sessions, 
art and craft workshops, talks, tours and performances in the 
museum’s learning loft.  The learning and access programme 
also aims to encourage greater community involvement in the 
creation of displays in mUSA, which will also act as a facility for 
training museum staff and a research centre for museum and 
Gallery Studies.
 

mUSA will be open from Thursday-Sunday, 12-4pm until 
Spring.

For information on the mUSA project, please contact: emma 
Jane mcAdam,Curator (operations & Projects), Tel: 01334 
462417, email: ejm92@st-andrews.ac.uk

literary lunch
Scottish author Alexander McCall Smith, one of the world’s most prolific and most popular 
authors, was the star attraction at the latest in the series of University Literary Lunch 
events on the very day his latest book – La’s Orchestra Saves the World – was published.

Alexander read extracts from the book and 
then took part in a question and answer 
session with the audience.

Previous literary lunches hosted by the 
University have featured Roy Hattersley, 
Jeremy Bowen and Sandi Toksvig.

The visit was a step back on familiar territory 
for the author as his youngest daughter was 
a medical student here.

Before turning to writing Alexander mcCall 
Smith was a professor of medical law 
and worked in universities in the United 
Kingdom and abroad. 

After the publication of his highly successful 
No 1 ladies’ Detective Agency series, which 
has sold over fifteen million copies, he 
began devoting his time to the writing of 
fiction. 

Since then his second career has seen his 
various series of books, translated into 
over forty languages, become bestsellers 
through the world. These include the 
Scotland Street novels, first published as 
a serial novel in The Scotsman, the Isabel 
Dalhousie and the Von Igelfeld series. 
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'Wellcome’ funding for Scottish superbug research
A new £5m research facility which will lead the fight against superbugs is to be established 
at the University of St Andrews.

Talking to the animals
From chattering monkeys to whistling dolphins and singing birds, experts in how animals 
communicate with each other using sounds gathered at the University of St Andrews for a 
major conference on the subject.

The development, which will place 
Scottish scientists at the forefront in the 
battle against deadly diseases such as 
mRSA, has been made possible through 
a funding package from the Wellcome 
Trust.

The state of the art facility will form part 
of the University’s Biomedical Sciences 
Research Complex (BSRC), and will 
lead in the study of emerging serious 
viral, bacterial and parasitic diseases 
including rift valley fever and malaria, as 
well as hospital acquired infections such 
as mRSA and C difficile.

The new facility builds on the 
University's Centre for Biomolecular 
Sciences (BmS), which was opened 
nearly nine years ago by the late 

Donald Dewar.  It will bring together 
researchers from a range of scientific 
disciplines medicine, physics, chemistry 
and biology — with multidisciplinary 
research being key to future studies.

Professor James Naismith, the 
Director of the new facility, said, "At 
St Andrews, our great strength is that 
we bring scientists together from across 
disciplines to target important health —
related issues. This pioneering approach 
within the UK has not only resulted in 
significant discoveries but has attracted 
the interest of other leading universities 
who have replicated this template.

"our aim is to improve human health, not just in Scotland, but across the world, by 
tackling these emerging pathogenic diseases.  This contribution from the Wellcome 
Trust is the first step to realising this vision.  over twenty group leaders made this 
possible — this award recognises them and their teams' outstanding contributions 
to biomedical science and what they will deliver in the future."

The other twenty researchers (drawn from Chemistry, Biology, Physics and the Bute 
medical School) on the Wellcome Trust application are:

Professor malcolm White, Professor Garry Taylor, Professor Richard elliott, 
Professor Richard Randall, Professor David o'Hagan, Professor Richard Iggo, 
Dr olav Schiemann, Dr Uli Schwarz-linek, Dr Rupert Russell, Dr Changjiang Dong, 
Dr Terry Smith, Dr Jo Parish, Dr Nick Westwood, Dr Stuart Conway, 
Dr Catherine Botting, Dr John Ingledew, Dr Nigel Botting, Dr Carlos Penedo-esterio, 
Dr Peter Coote and Dr martin Ryan.

The event highlighted the phenomenal range of studies currently 
underway into how animals communicate, from attracting mates to 
scaring off enemies.

Topics included the vocal repertoire of a week old infant giant panda, 
how song birds cope with noisy urban conditions and how 'teen stress' 
affects song learning in zebra finches.

organised by St Andrews' researchers Dr Vincent Janik and Professor 
Klaus Zuberbuhler, with Professor Nicola Clayton from Cambridge, who 
did her PhD in St Andrews, the event brought together 140 leading 
experts from around the world.  
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From the domestic to the exotic, 
researchers revealed the behaviour of a 
wide range of birds and mammals from 
humble blackbirds and chaffinches to 
African wild dogs and killer whales.

Hosted by the University's Centre for 
Social learning and Cognitive evolution, 
a world-class base for research on 
animal traditions, culture and learning, 
the event was held in honour of  
St Andrews' Professor of Natural History, 
Peter Slater, a leading expert in bird 
song who retired this year.

Professor Slater, who joined 
St Andrews in 1984 as Professor of 
Natural History, has been studying 

bird song for 30 years.  He has 
made important advances in our 
understanding of song development 
in zebra finches and on song use 
in chaffinches. most recently he 
has become interested in the little 
understood phenomenon of duetting 
in birds and, in his retirement, hopes 
to continue with these studies in latin 
America. 

He said, "I am thrilled that so many of 
my friends and colleagues are coming 
together for this conference in 
St Andrews. With our language, we 
obviously communicate primarily with 

sounds and, at a simpler level, this is 
true of many other mammals and birds. 
Few other areas of animal behaviour 
illustrate so richly the great diversity of 
nature."

Keynote speakers during the three 
day event included distinguished 
zoologist and broadcaster, Aubrey 
manning, who was joined by fellow 
behavioural scientists from around 
the globe.  St Andrews' research under 
the spotlight included current studies 
into communication in chimpanzees, 
chaffinches, bottlenose dolphins, grey 
seals and killer whales.



enhancing self care
Leading researchers, practitioners, policy makers and patients gathered at the University 
of St Andrews to tackle issues of self care. 

The three-day  enhancing Self Care 
conference was run by the SDHI in 
conjunction with the Alliance for Self 
Care Research (ASCR).  Shona Robison, 
mSP and minister for Public Health 
addressed the conference that focused 
on the promotion of self care and self 
management. Around 165 people 
attended her keynote speech on 
Policy Developments in the promotion 
of self care and self management 
in Scotland.  In the audience for ms 
Robison’s speech were the members of 
the Higher modern Studies Class from 
nearby madras College who were keen 
to hear ms Robison’s speech as they are 
currently studying Health Policy. 

entitled “enhancing Self Care: Helping 
People to Help Themselves”, the 
conference facilitated exchange of 
information about research findings 
and practice innovation, and stimulated 
discussion about their implications for 
health care provision and priorities for 
future research. 

Topics included developing and 
evaluating interventions to support self 
care, the relationship between self care 
research and practice, self care among 
disadvantaged groups, the roles of 
formal health services and the voluntary 
sector and ethical issues in support for 
self care. 

The Social Dimensions of Health 
Institute (SDHI) encompasses the variety 
of inter-disciplinary health-related 
research being conducted in both 
the University of St Andrews and the 
University of Dundee. 

If you would like to find out more about 
what is going on in SDHI, you can 
contact Research manager, Karen munro 
on km52@st-andrews.ac.uk or 01382 
2886611 or watch out for the new-look 
SDHI website at www.sdhi.ac.uk

Graduation highlights
Figures from the world of arts, motor racing and 
higher education will be awarded honorary degrees 
by the University of St Andrews this month during the 
traditional St Andrew’s Day graduation ceremony. 
(Thursday 27 November)
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They include Principal Dr Brian lang, Formula one legend Sir Jackie Stewart, 
and Chief executive of Culture and Sport Glasgow, Bridget mcConnell.

The ceremonies, to take place in the Younger Hall, are detailed as follows:-

Thursday 27 November

10.30am

mr Simon Pepper, Rector of the University of St Andrews 
(1 November 2005 - 31st october 2008), Hon ll.D

Dr Barbara Rae, Artist, Hon D.litt

Sir John (Jackie) Stewart, Formula one champion, Hon DSc

2.30pm

Dr Brian lang, Principal & Vice Chancellor, University of 
St Andrews, Hon ll.D

mrs Bridget mcConnell, Chief executive, Culture and Sport Glasgow, 
Hon D.litt
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Guess where? Answers

7. The Irvine Building 

1. James Gregory clock, 
Physics & Astronomy 
staffroom

5. The Younger Hall

3. St Salvator’s Quad

4. St Andrews’ new parking 
meters

2. All Saint’s Church, North 
Castle Street

6. North Street

8. old Union coffee shop
    
9.   Sports Centre running track

Back cover:  Looking to the future, outgoing Principal Dr Brian Lang  
Credit: Alan Richardson, Pix-AR




